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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper
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Source of News
In Murray and
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Circulation
Both In City
And In County

Calloway County
United Press International

In Our 89th Year

Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, June 18, 1968

Seen&Heard 'Dr. And Mrs.
Woods To Be
Around
Honored
Murray

10* Per Copy

Vol. LX.XXIX No. 145

Hearing On
School Set
On Thursday

Roadblock
For Truck
Nets $2,000

The ttttt of Alabama has
a law
which bans welfare benefits for
children where the father is away from home and another
man or 'substitute father" is in
the house

President and Mrs. Ralph H.
Woods of Murray State UniverThe Board of Regents of Mursity will be honored Thursday
The Murray-Calloway County
State University will meet
ray
night with a retirement dinner
Civil Defense Rescue Squad'
at 3 p.m. Thursday for a public
in the student union ballroom.
drive to purchase a fire true
hearing on a proposal to elimDr. Woods, who became head
for rural Calloway County got
inate grades 7-12 of the uniof Murray State in 1945, will
off to a good start this weekversity's laboratory school.
Purpose of the law is to keep retire officially on June 30 and
end with a two-day roadblock
The grades would be disconLarne immoral woman with sev- become president emeritus. He
which netted nearly $2.000.
after two years. The detinued
eral illegitimate children, for has been on terminal leave
This was the first phase in
lay would allow Murray and
early
January.
since
whom she draws benefits, to
an eight-week drive to raise
Calloway County High Schools
Attending the banquet will
continue to drew the benefits,
$12,000 for a new rural fi
time to plan how to absorb the
be
MSU
faculty
and
staff
memwhile living with some man,
truck reported Rescue Chic
students now attending Univerother than the natural father. bers and their spouses. Dr. HarEdwin Jennings. Final tabulatsity School.
ry M. Sparks, who succeeded
ion of the funds this morning
The proposal was presented
The Supreme Court yesterday Dr. Woods as president, will
showed that. $185940 was reLexie B. Ray
the board of regents last
to
struck down the law, which now be the toastmaster, and there
ceived through the efforts of
month by Dr. Donald Hunter,
will
be
remarks
by
a
represen19 members of the squad Satmakes it easier for the law to
dean of the School of Educatbe circumvented and makes it tative of the faculty, the Board
urday and Sunday.
ion.
of
Regents,
and
the
Alumni
Asmore conducive for immorality
Collections were interrupted
He told the members that
while tieing paid off at the sociation.
for a time Saturday afternoon
cost of operating the upper
the
During Dr. Woods' tenure,
when the squad was called to
same time.
grades of University School
six
Murray ; State has expanded
Almo Heights. The brush fire
ir value
has far outstripped
We would say that such non- greatly in enrollment, educattruck was dispatched but the
to MSC's teacher-etio ln proional
offerings,
and
physical
call turned out to be only a
sensical rulings of the Supreme
gram The dean added .hat the
landfill fire which had spread
Court have been a major con- facilities. Last fall the student
enrollment of fewer than 200
body
numbered
more
than
7,to an adjoining field.
tribution to the upheaval in
in the junior and senior high
000.
Included in the receipts was
which we live today.
Motorcycle Driving Test — Under. new state law motorcyclists must have either a
Lexie B. Ray of Union City, grades makes it impossible to
As he began his leave of aba check from Rubin James in Tennessee, will be the speaker offer a very diverwified educaspecial driver's license for driving a motorc ycle or an endorsement on their regular drivthe amount of $100. Mr. James in a gospel meeting conducted tional program.
isr's lkonse. Here City and State Policia coop •rate in giving a road test to William Bart**,
Presidents have gotten rid of sence in January, the Hoard of
on the cycle. From left to right are Patrolman Earl Stalls, Patrolman Idozelle Phillips, Bartee
is developing a subdivision on by the Green Plain Church of
undesirable people by appoint Regents passed a resolution
In contrast, Dr_ Hunter said
the Lynn Grove Highway near Christ, June 23-29.
and State Policeman J. Brien,
mg them to the Supreme Court praising Dr. Woods as the man
the cost of operating the eleStaff Photo by Ed Collie
who
'has
done
more
for
the
the Oaks Country Club. It is
and the American people have
Mr. Ray has been preaching mentary school of grades 1-6
anticipated by the squad that fur 18 years and has served compares favorably with that
suffered for it Best example is institution than anyone else, as
be chose in the crowning years
other real estate developers congregations in Apopka and of nearby public elementary
Earl Warren of California.
of bis remarkabie educational
will assist them in a drive to Jacksonville, Florida, Poole, schools.
secure volunteer fire protect- Kentucky, and Union City, TenMrs. Or. Wallace called this career to go far beyond duty
According to the plan, the
ion for rural areas.
morning to remind us we had or the requirements of the prenessee. He has worked with the elementary school would b e
sidency
solely
in
the
interest
The second phase of the col- Exchange Street congregation continued and 'housed in a $1.4
a dental appointment this af•
lection drive will be door-to- in Union City for the past 6'S million addition to University
ternoon We had not really for- of a greater Murray State."
Mayor Holmes Ellis reported ,
door solicitations in the coun- years. In addition to his regul- School now under construction.
gotten about it because we had
today that he had received a
Elzie Simmons
the northty. First section to be canvass- ar work, Bro. Ray preaches in 7 The old building wpald be conthe postcard stuck up in front
letter
,from
Lt.
Michael
Shu-'
east
section
of
Calloway Coun• of our typewriter. We were
ed will be the North Highway, meetings annually, in various verted for use as college classmake, at the Information Cert.
ty has been charged on two
Almo and AIMO Heights areas parts of the country.
just about half-way trying to
rooms.
ter of Sewart Air Forte Base,
counts by Calloway County
on Jurre 24_ Anyone wishing to
overlook it without actually
The regents will meet in the
As a preacher he is no strangTennessee,
concerning
low
Judge Hall McCuiston
Dr.
H.
C.
Chiles,
pastor
of
the
make a eontributiori may leave er to Calloway County, having board room on the fifth floor
overlooking it. Just to put it
Force
airlevel
['yip&
.of
Air
Simmons
was
charged
with
money at the local banks or preached in Almo, Hazel, New of the MSU administration
ia plain language a dentist First Baptist Church, was in
craft in this area.. •
Brooksville on Sunday, June committing the offense at
mail their denation to Murrayscares the heck out of us.
Concord and other congregat- building Anyone who wishes to
"Sewart
Air
Force
Base
is
"sale
of
alcoholic
beverages
in
16, t.) preach the sermon on
Calloway County CD Rescue ions. Many have listened to him voice an opinion on the plan
currently flying low level routes
a local option territory, to-wit:
the
occasion
of
the
150th
an1(y.
231,
Murray,
Squad,
Box
We have a stake by our Ponover the Union City radio stat- is invited to attend.
to. Fort Campbell, Kentucky,
Calloway County, Ky.. and with
42071.
clans Tree just in case we have niversary of the Baptist Chur- -possession
ion He has conducted a daily
over ornear your tornorunity",
of alcoht/ic beverches
there.
to give it some s'.-p2e1. The
radio program for some time.
14..Snuirtake repuried.
The Murray minister former- ages in dry option Territory",
other day we were poking aIii addition to his work as a
'These
routes
are
neceIsiu7
according
to
county
judge's
ofround and we see this big ly served as pastor of the fice.
gospel preacher. Mr. Ray has
to, maintain our .combat readblack bug of some kind boring Brooksville church.
been quite active in civic a!
iness for deployment all over
The county man was charged
While Dr Chiles was away
a hole in this stake All we
fairs. He is a member of the
the world 'and for training reafter a sworn affidavit was
U•1tod
Courtney,
Jr.,
paste.g. I storsigionai
Rev.
Clifton
abdomen
and
could see was the
placements who will soon be
given in the judge's office that
Dr. Harry Sparks, president Kiwanis Club and was nominata pair of wings sticking out of or of a Baptist church in Rapid alcoholic beverages had
the
Kiwanis
three
years
by
ed
flying in Southeast Asia. These of Murray State University will
been
this hole in . the stake, so we City, South Dakota, was the purchased from
low level routes will be flown be' the guest speaker at an in- Club for "Outstanding Young by
Simmons o n
'United Press International
surmised it was some kind of speaker at both the morning
in C-130 Hercules Aircraft at ner-club meeting of the Civitan Man of Year" in Union City_
Saturday. June 15. at nine p.m.
Rev. Roger Joseph
wood boring flying creature. and evening services of the
local and
served
on
He
has
feet
altitude
at
the
speed
500
Deputy
Sheriffs
Hardy
Kelsi
Club
tonight
(Tuesday)
at
sevPartly cloudy today through
She was boring the hole to lay First Baptist Church.
county PTA committees a n d
of 230 knots, and they will last en p m. at Ken-Bar Inn,
Rev sCourtney was licensed and Curt Willoughby and Jailer
Wednesday_ Chance of a few
eggs in we feel sure
promonthly
radio
conducts
approximately
one
hour.
Night
Huel
Jones
made
a search of
The Murray, Cadiz, Princeton,
to preach the gospel by the lothundershowers mainly west
missions will be flown at 1,000 Fulton, Paducah, and Parts, grams for the county PTA. He and north
the premises of Simmons locatportions tonight and
The Ponciana Tree has small cal church on October 14, 1950,
the
president
of
sereed
as
feet above the highest terrain", Tenn., Civitan Clubs will at- has
ed on a gravel road leading east
Wednesday. Mild through toblooms which have an oriental and then ordained him to the by
Health
Mental
the, letter continued.
southeast off of State Hightend the dinner meeting. In- Obion County
night Warmer most sections
theme somewhat orchid like in full work of the gospel minis- way 94.
"The C-130 aircraft flying stallation of the officers of the Association and has been a Wednesday.
approximately two miltry on October 12, 1951, while
High today mid a
appearance.
member of the Tennessee Men- 70s
these low level routes are from six clubs will be held.
he was a student at Murray es from Highway 94 and approeast to mid 90s west Lows'
three
for
Association
Health
the
64th
Tactical
Airlift
Wing
tal
ximately
12
miles
from
MurGorden Smith of Owensboro,
tonight upper 50s east to 801
tiger lilies are 'welling, getting State University.
which was recently awarded
years.
west.
Rev. Courtney is a graduate ray, yesterday about noon afRev Roger Joseph, son of the Tactical Air. Command's governor of Kentucky Internaready to bloom. We moved
ter a search warrant had been
Mr. and Mrs_ Willie Wade Jo- Flying Safety Award for 46,- tional Civitan Club, will also
them from the edge of the of Georgetown College and the signed by Judge
Mr:
Ray
is
a
native
of
Graves
McCuiston.
seph of Kirksey, has been nam- 630 flying hours without a ma- be on the program along with County and g graduate of Murwoods to the new bed and they Southern Baptist Theological
Following a search of the
Nathan Mock, outgoing presiSeminary. His wife and two
ed the pastor of the Chapel
are doing famously.
ray University High School. He
the second dent_
Kentucky Lake: 7 am. 3589,
childrert were in Murray with Simmons' premises the follow- Hill-Harris-New Hope Methodist jor incident. This is
year in a row that the 64th
ing was confiscated by the
The six clubs are part of the is a graduate of Freed-Harde- down 0.1, below dam 3028.
Rev
Courtney.
gave
Tolley
Tenn
Fulton,
Bryan
South
at
Mrs.
Churches
Mr. and
Wing has won this award."
county officers: One case Sterlnewly-formed Kentucky District man College, Henderson. Ten- down 1.7.
The young Calloway County
* us a lot of things last fall which
The giant four engine jets which contains 24 clubs and nessee. received -a BS degree
ing beer, four cases Budweiser
Bartley Lake - 7 am. 3588.
livminister will begin his pastor- have been flying over Call sway
we put out and all of them
from Murray State University, down 0.1; below dam 3073,
beer, three cases of Busch Bay
Sunday, June 23. Rev. County for the past 'several approximately 742 members. It and has done graduate work
ate
on
ed Thus far this year three
anan beer, 24 cases and one
down 2.9.
was formerly known as Valley
will live in the par- days.
afferent colors of Day lilies
at Harding Graduate School of
can of Schlitz beer, two cases Joseph
Sunrise 5 37, sunset 8:19.
- —
District.
at South Fulton and also
sonage
have bloomed.
Bible and Religion in Memphis,
Moon rose 1.25 a.m.
A Murray man was involved Pabst Blue Ribbon beer, and
the University of Tenattend
Tennessee.
in a traffic collision in May one opened pint (i'ilbey's 90 nessee Martin branch.
He married the former Zann
field on Friday, according to proof gin.
Rev. olseph is a 1968 gradSimmons is now out on $500
NOW YOU KNOW
Patton of Murray, and they
the traffic accidents erport
Cilloway County High
of
uate
have two children Karyn 10, by United Press International
published in Monday's Issue of bond for his appearance in the School where he was active in
Calloway County Court of
In 1660, when Louis XIV and
and Letetia 8 Mr Ray's faththe Mayfield Messenger.
basketball He was president of
er 0. B. Ray. and his wife's Maria Theresa were married at
The report said autos oper- Judge Hall McCuiston.
his class all four years of high
family, the Otto Pattons, live Saint-Jean de-Luz in the exated by Donald Nelson Cherry
Baptist
Fort
West
The
school and was named "most
The Kirksey Girls Softball of Murray and Gary Dale Sinter
treme southwest of France, the
in Murray.
Highway
121
located
on
Church
clam
Underwood
will
the
senior
Rev,
beorganizdignified"
of
Dan
teams were tentatively
population was 15,C00. It now
of Mayfield collided about 7:15
have
its
first
Stella
will
west
of
school
high
with
the
Goldgin his pastorate
While attending
Services are at 8:00 each numbers about 9,000, a drop
ed Saturday at the Kirksey p.m. Friday.
Rev_ Joseph has been active in annual homecoming on Sunday, water Methodist Circuit here evening. The public is cordbaseball field.
Census
—
Adults
101
largely attributable to the siltBoth vehicles were driving
Sunday, June 23. Hey, Jerry ially invited to attend.
church work in his home cir- June 23:
Any girl interested in being east on Douthitt Street when
Census — Nursery
10
ing of the harbor.
Heyward Roberts, past- Lackey was transferred to the
Rev.
Hebron,
Mt
Coldwater,
cuit
of
the
teams
in
the
of
one
Admissions,
June
16, 1968
cm
Suiter stopped and began backMrs. Josephine Robinson, 504 Mt. Carmel, and Coles Camp or of the church, will speak at Clopton-Macedonia Circuit in
league is asked to sign up be- ing up and collided with the
kound churches, and has serv- the morning worship hour at the Brownsville district at the
Saturday,
fore the deadline on
Cherry auto, the Mayfield poLif as guest speaker at several 11 a.m preceded by the Sunday annual conference held
June 22.
(Continued
en
lack
Pees)
lice report said.
School at ten a.m.
week.
churches.
A basket dinner will be servThe new Coldwater circui
This is Rev. Joseph's first
assignment in the Memphis con- ed on the lawn of the church minister is married to the forMethodist to be followed by singing in mer Linda Gallimore of Hazel
ference of t h e
the afternoon.
Church
and they are the parents of two
All members, former mem- daughters, Sherrie and Deeann.
bers, and the general public
Churches in the Colchvate
are urged to attend this special Circuit are Coldwater. Mt. Hebhomecoming service.
ron, Mt. Carmel, and Coles
Camp Ground.
Rev. Underwood was the first
pastor of the South Fulton MeFive persons were charged
thodist Church which its find
and fined in the Calloway Coservice on January 16, 1966,
unty Court of Judge Hall Mcwith
about 40 members
Cuiston during the past week.
present. The official organizatRecords show the following
ion took place on Easter Sunoccurred:
day, April 10, 1966, with 155
Michael A. Dill, 413 South
in attendance and 90 charter
9th Street, Murray, reckless
members. The church memberdriving, fined $10.00 costs
ship now totali 120.
$18.00; State Police.
According to the story in the
William
Brittian,
Harold
Fulton Daily Leader, that unRoute Two, _Murray, driving
der the leadership of the popuwhile intoxicated, amended to
lar young minister, the South
reckless driving, fined $50.00
Fulton church purchased a parcosts $13.00; State Police.
sonage and plans are going forJ. H. Prince, North 5th Street,
ward for the erection of a new
Mayfield, cold check, fined
church building. He was first
$10.00 costs $25.00, restitution
a part-time minister at South.
$7.95; Deputy Sheriff, Graves
Fulton dividing his time with
County.
two other churches, Walnut
Newly •lected Lion District Governor installed WestJerry Wayne McReynolds,
Grove and Dukedom, but beern Kentucky's newest Lions Club at Symsonia Saturday
Dexter, drag racing. fined
The Murray Art Build show and ems is underway at the Hitching Post on U.S. 68 near
came a fulltime minister at
night. Above from_ tb• left are James Lyles, second vice-preSouth Fulton in 1966.
Kentucky Lake. The display N pkturod above and the show and sale will continue until $100.00 costs $20.00; Sheriff.
sident of the club; Ted Bell, first vice-president, Governor
Route
Harry
Sedalia
afternoon.
Hawkins,
Members
Saturday
are working at the show from II:00 one ucall dark each day to
Rev. Underwood was succeedGeorge Ligon; Joel Ellington, president of the new club; and
One, public drunkenness, fined
'd by Rev. A. G. Kesterson of
stiff Photo by Gale Garrison
both show and sell the paintings.
Eddie Heath, tailtwister.
$10.00 costs $1800: Sheriff.
trewers.
Rev. Dan Underoond

Lexie B.Ray
Is Speaker

Murray Minister Is
Special Speaker

Countian Charged
On Two Counts In
County Court Here
of

Big Jets Fly Low •
Over Calloway

Civitan Inter-Club
Meeting Planned

WEATHER REPORT

Rev. Roger Joseph
Pastor Of Church
In South Fulton

'•

Murrayan Involved
In Mayfield Wreck

West Fork Church
Plans Homecoming Rev. Underwood
Begins Pastorate
At Coldwater

Girls Softball
Team Organized

Hospital Report

Five Persons Fined
In Calloway Court
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Commissioner's

Sale

Hard Training and Good Deeds

PUBLISH= by LEDGER A TIMIS PUBLISHING 0011EPANT,
NOTICE OF SALK
Ise.(kinsondation of the Murray Ledger. The Calloway Times, and
COMMONWEALTH OF
THE
The Times-Herald, October 70, 11120. and the West Kentuckian, KENTUCKY. Calloway Circuit
January 1, Ma
Court, John B. McIntosh, Plainmg pr
signet, Murray. Kasitaaky Oen
tiff,
VERSUS
JAMS C WILLIAM, PUBLISHER
_•
Joy Marell Poole and Albert
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Editor,
Defendant.
ar Public Voice Items stitch in our opinion. are not for the best E. Poole,
By virtue of a judgment and
interest of our readers.
order of sale of the Calloway
NATIONAL RSPRIBIENTATIVIIS: WALLACE WITMER 00., MI Circuit Court rendered at the
Madison Ave.. Memphis, Tenn; Time & Llfe Bldg.. New York, NY, May 24th Rule Term thereof
Stephenson Bldg. Detroit. belch
1968, in the above cause, for
Ititered at the Poet Office, Murray, lentooks. for transeilmion se the sum of Two Thousand One
Hundred & Forty Five & 95
Second Clem Matter
cents Dollars, (t2,145.95) with
111011111CHIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray. per week 711c, per interest at the rate of 6 per
me& t1.10 In Calloway and adiodaing oceastam yr year. WU; cent per annum from the Mith
UMW 1 & 7. 0.00. Ilarwhere CIA. All serving eubsesiptisne MID.
day of February 1968, until paid
'Tim Outstanding Casts Meet et a Cemmemity le Um
and its cost therein I shall proIntegrity et its Neimpapse
ceed to offer for sale at the
Court House door in the Murray. Kentucky, to the highest
bidder, at public auction on
TUESDAY — JUNE 18, 1968
the 24th day of June 1966, at
1:15 O'clock p. m., or thereabout, upon a credit of 6 mondescribed
ths, the following
property. to-wit:
AND PASS THE AMMUNITION — S/Sgt Daniel E. Childers (left) and Pfc Robe,'
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
Being a part of the SouthL
Dobson unload powder for a howitzer. Sergeant Chikkra. from Cedar hapids, la.,
34,
west quarter of Section
and Private Dobson. frost Sacramento, Calif., are both staigned to the 2d Battalion
4 East,
Range
1,
Township
Potter
Justice
Court
Supreme
—
WASHINGTON
(SP), 83d Artillery in Germany.
particularly de
and more
Stewart, in Monday's landmark fair-housing decision:
Beginfollows:
as
acraled
"When racial discrimination herds men into ghettda
ning at a stake on the East
and makes their ability to buy property turn on the color
edge of Center Street in the
of their skin, then it, too, is a relic of slavery."
Town of Hazel, Kentucky, said
beginning point being the
Southwest corner of a tract
TOKYO—Gen William C. Westmoreland, commentof land heretofore deeded to
ing on the Comunist rocket attack on Saigon:
John - B. McIntosh on April
"Militarily it is nof of great significance, but psycho10, 1964: thence in an eastlogically it does have an effect."
erly direction with said McIntosh's south line for a
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. — Arthur J. Hanes, former FBI
distance of about 160 feet
assasaccused
the
man chosen as a defense attorney by
to a stake: thence in a souMAKING TRACKS — Contrasting sharply with the peaceful
sin of Martin Luther King, Jr., denying reports that he
therly direction for a disreenery outside Vihieck. German) an 8-inch self-propellml
tance of about 74 feet to a
is the Ku Klux-Klan's lawyer:
howitzer belonging to the 2d Battalion (SP). 83d Artillery
stake at a parcel of land
"I am not a Klansman and never have been within
moves out on maneuvers. The action took place during a
owned by Bobby Wilcox;
50 miles of a Klan rally to my knowledge."
thence in a westerly direc- recent Seventh Army I. umbined Arms School exercise.
tion with said Wilcox's north NEW YORK -- Producer David Merrick, charging
line for a distance of about
the
to
are
from
chorus
teen-agers
that irresponsible
160 feet to a stake in the
blame for the new Broadway actors' strike:
east edge of Center Street.
"The kids seem to want to strike for the sake of
thence in a northerly direcpicketing."
tion with said Third Street
for a distance of about 76
feet to the point of beginning.
For the purchase price, the
purchaser must execute bond,
with approved securities, bearing legal interest from the day
By ALAN JENKS
face
then
but
darkly,
glass
a
For now we see through
of sale, until paid. and having
CARACAS rUPli — "Okay"
to face. —I Corinthians 13:12.
the force and effect of a judgis okay In VPrls,nelarx apazush._
Now we suffer the limitations of the flesh We hope ment Bidders will be prepared
and so are many other English
and
away
pass
to comply promptly with these
for the time wtien these limitations will
words that cannot be found in
by
United Press International
Spanish dictionaries
when we will tiriderstand all mysteries that now confuse terms.
Today is Tuesday, June 18,
Darrell Shoemaker,
Caracas is rust over two
Pfc Novel L. Martin, A Battery, 2d Battalion (SP), a3d Artillery,
ZEROING IN
us
the 170th day of 1968 with 196 hours by air from Florida Ind
Master Commissioner
a g on an thinch self-props:lied howitzer. Privets,
Un
een
a bore
for
croashaini
places
Calloway Curtin Court to ta140.
cords a hether slang. Ncirth
lif.„•ia 'ashamed in Gerrnsary.
Fr
from
come.
in.
Mart
The moon is between its last American expressions, or the
H-J-14-18-22
quarter and new phase.
It lag'a English. don't have
The morning star is Saturn much trouble reaching VeneLaiDOR1 a ?MRS PHA
The evening star is Jupiter'. zuela.
s
On this day in history:
Some English words, many
In 1R12. the United States of them sports or technical
Mrs Albert S. Cunningham, age 65, died today at
declared war on Britain f o r terms. ha'- entered the Spanthe home of a daughter, Mrs Robert H Bin-keen, fonOWthe second time in history
1,h vocabulary over a period of
ing a severe heart attack.
In 1815, Napoleon was clh. sears. but lately a flood of adJohn H. Hornbuckle, Jr USN, of 211 North Pine
feated at the battle of Water( vertising terms right out of
Q — I have a National Ses- loo.
Madison Avenue have been
Street. Murray, graduated from the Gunner's Mate
vice Life Insurance policy that
In 1935. Adolf Hitler signed adopted by Venezuelans
School at. the Naval Training Center, Great LWOW,
A new lipstick may be "sexyMarriages reported today were Miss Sondra Joan has been in force as an Ordin- a treaty with Bntain, promising
ary Life Plan since 1945. My not to expand the German Navy in Kansas City, but in CaraSearfos to Charles Dunn Scarborough on June 9 at the
children are now grown and I beyond 35 per cent of the cas it "de sex appeal" — it
First Methodist Church, and Mies Martha Garland to am thinking about discontingives sex appeal Cigarettes
strength of the Royal Navy.
Baptist
Memorial
the
at
Harold Lassiter on June 15
uing the payment of premiums
In 1953, Egypt was proclaim- are "kingsize" here as they are
Church.
and taking a paid-up policy. If ed a Republic by the Army in the states, but usually a
"filter" is a -nitro" although
Mr. and Mrs. Chad Stewart and son, Chad Lee, left I do, will my dividends be dis- Council of the Revolution.
last weekend for Tallahassee, Fla, where he will attend continued'
A thought for the day: Brit- the term "filter-tip" is beginA. — No, but they will not ish poet Walter Pater once said, ning to be used.
Florida State University working on his doctorate in
-Pull equipo" in a car adas large as on your exist- -To know when one's selLis inbe
physical education
means that the
vertisement
paida
take
you
If
policy.
ing
terested is the first condition
automobile being sold has all
up policy, the amount of in of interesting other people."
the accessories When you need
surance in force will be less
gas. "fill her up" becomes
than the present face value of
"full" pronounced "fool" —
your policy.
which it isn't since gas costa
LEDO=•TIMIS MR
The dividends will be corn
less than 25 cents a gallon in
puted on this reduced insur
Venezuela. the world's largest
Deaths reported today are L S "Sledd" Farris, age ance coverage.
Lakeway Shores to Kenton E. petroleum producer
Q. — I recently completed Kohr and Edeltraut Kohr; two
75, and Elmus Hodges. age 60
Baseball is the national sport
Two curious German lads watch 8p4 Wade McAbee, of Inman,
Preparations are being made to set up a year-round three years service in the Army. lots in Lakeway Shores Subdi- here and the same terms from
If I go back to school under vision,
S.C., as he ',tete a bulldozer blade. Specialist McAbee's unit, the 10th Engineer Battalion
"play ball" to "no-hit, no-run"
training program at the Murray Fire Department, Chief
the G I. Bill, will I be permitof the 3d Infantry liii Minn. had come to the aid of the villagers of Holzkirchhausen,
Grace W. Ahart and Evelyn are used in Caracas or MaraWilliam Spencer announced today
ted to work and still be eligible Wilson to Harvey Walker and
Germany, after much of the rural hamlet was devastated by fire.
the
of
pastor
elected
Dr H. C. Chiles. the newly
for the educational assistance Joan Walker; lot in College caibo as in St. Lows or Boston.
EngMurray First Baptist Church, will .be here to conduct allowance from the Veterans,
use
also
Other sports
View Addition.
"ara series of ovangellatir services beginning June 21. Dr. Administration?
Lakeland, Inc., to Uncle lish words In soccer the
the
Chiles and ',tinily will move here from Barbourville
A. — Yes. The amount o Jeffs Treasurer City, Inc.; lot quero" is just as likely to be
G. I. Bill educational assistance in Panorama Shores Subdavis mlled the goalkeeper and a
The pressure of an avallatter part of July
ooxing knoclifbriinAle main Sewing Down On litte•
cent of the world's cobalt
Mr and Mrs. Eugene Smith have left for Blooming- allowance paid by VA is deter- non.
NEVh YORK (UPI, — The anche against a flat surface
the
• • •
in
"naucouta
is
-vent
by
only
mined
the
amount of
has been measured at 100 tons
Ora K Mason to Ralph B.
ton, Ind., where they will study for their M.S degrees in
Keep America Beautiful proRotterdam, Holland. hanschooling or training a veteran McCuiston and Charles E. Han- main event."
per
square
meter
during
Uuniversity
Indiana
at
business
gram wot a boost here when a
education and
dles more cargo than any othreceives (full time courses, rahan; lot on South 10th Street. Occasionally Venezuelans get
• • •
the summer session.
a bit confused about the ori- Brooklyn brewery fRheingolds
er ocean port in the world,
half-time, quartertime Whether
arid his
Development
Lake
Kentucky
Morocco produces 13 per
of a word and use it in a distributed more than 3.000
gin
number of dependents
Company, Inc.. to Donald R.
pos- plastic litter containers to emhe works or has other income Russell and Lenora Russell of sontext that wouldn't be
States — ployes for use in their automohas no affect on this allow - Murfreesboro, Tenn.. one .lot; sible in the United
thus a Venezuelan may de- biles to help prevent litter on
Showing'
Mee.
ontinuous
Thomas G. Cole of Spring Lake, scribe a stlatuesque girl as highways The plastic containOf course, the veteran's scho- N. C. two lots, William J. Braers
are
designed to fit snugly
"kingsize "
From 1 p m Daily
ol scheduled, that is whether num of Blue Springs. Mo . one
English gets into proper oVer the transmission hump in
he can carry full-time courses. lot: Robert J. Hart of Nashthe
front seat area and carry
names. too Once you get to
may be affected by an outside ville. Tenn., five lots; Benjaknow Frederic°, you are more the reminder to "Help Fight
Job
min Hohnan and Thelma L. likely to call him "Freddy" Litter" to the car's occupants
Q. — My daughter is re- Holman of Oakwood:. III , throe
than by the Spanish equiva• with an illustration of a .string
a
ceiving
monthly pension of lots; Milton Vv'eltman and Jose- lent. "Frederiquito."
tied around a foretineee
$40 from the Veterans Admin- phine Wellman of North Lake,
istration because of the death Ill., four lots; James G Watson
of her father, a World War II of Royal, Ill., six lots; Jesse
veteran She is ti student in Bass and Dorothy Bass of Caicollege She plans to work this ro, Ill two lots; Kenneth Smith
summer and her earnings, plus and Marie C. Smith of Paducah,
her Social Secunt), will ex- one lot; Herman C. Chust or
ceed $1.930. Will this bar her Lorene Mercella Chust of Evfrom receiving the VA pen ansville,
Ind., three tots; John
mon'
G. McCown and Ruth H. McA. — No. In th,. case of a
Cown of Melrose. HI., four lots,
child receiving a I., nsion. earn.
Leo Muscovalley of Columbus,
"ed income is not ( nsidered for K". one lot; Vernon Ensey and
income
limitatio:
purposes Beulah Ensey of Nashville.
•Ap
Since her inconh
less her Tenn. one lot; Roy Arrowood
0,-10
earned income, v ,I be under and Olga Arrowood of NW-61.800, her 'penile r will not be ridge, III., eleven lots.
affected.
•
Calloway County Land Company, Inc., to J. W Young and
Irene Young; two lots in Pine,
Bluff Shores Subdivision.
tow.
.t
•
‘,.%
en
k*
14114JASTIOT
PltgSTIATION AT
A Rmo in
The famed
:Malvin E. Osborne and Milan
t;criminy t..• Weal Heflin are ba, ked lip at the Helmstedt
Antonio Texas cts its name dred D. Osborne of Memphis,
sotimps Au THE FACES of Le
Tho 'middle,. Hanoi's
. he. k point c ting for passage through E.K.it German terfrom the Spam
word for a Tenn , to Gene Paul Murdock
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P0001/1111011 AND IIITROCOIOR
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U.S. Army Holds the Line in Germany
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Yankee Slang Goes Over
Big With the Venezuelans
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Veterans Questions
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Elvis goes West—and theWest goes wild
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WANTED.. NOW!
70 NEW MEMBERS FOR THE

Henry-Calloway Recreation Corporation
(Non-Profit)

DEDICATED TO PROVIDING
HEALTHY RECREATION
FOR ITS MEMBERS!
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The Corporation's by-laws state! "The primary purpose of this Corporation
is to promote wholesale fellowship among family folk, with a special view
towards the upbuilding of character and good citizenship; and to that
end to maintain and make available all kinds of recreation facilities,
especially for children and young adults, and it is our belief that such
purposes can best
roundings"
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roc,
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acconsplished in appropriate atmosphere and sur-
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MASTER

PLAN—This is a sketch of the

130-acre site which th• Carporation

has an

option Ans, showin

the general layout and

various recreational facil,ties planned for
members. ,

•

WE MUST HAVE 190 MEMBERS
to the 120 we now have. In order
to Qualify for the Farmers Home Administration 40-year loan (which has
been approved) we MUST HAVE A
TOTAL OF 190 MEMBERS before we
can proceed.

In order to proceed with our planned
facilities of an Olympic sized swimming pool, tennis and volley ball
courts, club house, picnic area and
9-hole golf course, we must have 70
new family memberships in addition

*
*
*

‘. ,.
\,

PROPOSED COST:
Here's what the cost will be per family membership
An initial $100 membership fee will be charged, $10 of
which must accompany application, and balance due in 60
days. Upon completion of facilities, the dues will be $10
per month.

I
*

ilt
*

0

*

Other than membership fees and dues,
members are not subject to liabilities of
the Henry-Calloway Recreation Corp.,
chartered by the State of Tennessee as
a non-profit corporation

DETACH AND MAIL THIS APPN
LICATIO

!

EARLyN!

APPLICATION FOR FAMILY MEMBERSHIP
NAME
ADDRESS

LI

Rural Resident

Zip Code
El City Resident

(A city resident is one who resides in city limits of either
Paris, Murray or
similar or larger size city)

A Family Membership Entitles
Head of Household and Dependents
Living Under The Same Roof
to use of all the Club Facilities

I•
JOIN NOW ... AND SAVE!
It is anticipated tha
s't membership fees and dues will be increased
for members who may join after the first 190 members have
been
secured. In fact, it is expected that membership will be curtailed
as soon as the number of members has reached the
planned
capacity of facilities

The Corporation has an option on 130 acres of land, approximately
12 miles from Murrai city limits, toward Paris.

Number of persons in family
I
t_

$10 check or money order enclosed
60 days.

Li

Please give me further details

$90 balance payable within

(Please check one box)
Mail to: Henry-Calloway Recreation Corp
P. 0 Box 97
Puryear, Tennessee 38251

PLEASE CALL ANY OF THE PERSONS LISTED
BELOW FOR ADDITIONAL DETAILS:
Bill Cary, 247-51 12 (office); 247-5161
Bob Newcomb, 247-5132

home)

Puryear

Puryear

Ralph Gallimore, 247-3968

Puryear

Hobby Lattimore. 492-8 36 (office) 4924406 (home)
Anne Jones, 498-8358

Crossland

Hazel

Here Are the 120 Members
Who Have Already Joined!
Lacy Downey, Puryear
James C. Harp. Buchanan
D. L. Smith, Puryear
Carl T. Raines, Puryear
Doyle Windsor, Dukedom
Noble Hughes, Puryear
James R. Latimer, Puryear
Frederick H. Wade, Puryear
Billy Max Erwin, Hazel, Ky.
Mrs. Mary F Ray, Buchanan
Waylon Enloe Gamlin, Puryear
Lonnie Heath, Puryear
Lowell Brisendine, Paris
Mrs. Jean Bennett Puryear
Mrs. Laverne Smith, Puryear
Morris Jenkins, Puryear
Chas. T. Hammond, Puryear
Jerry M. Jones, Hazel, Ky.
Garry M. Smith, Puryear
Billy D. Wilson, Puryear
E. W. Laird, Paris
Chas. Laird, Puryear
Chas. D. Laird, Paris
Ratliffe Paschall, Puryear
Mrs. Rebecca J. Carter, Puryear
Harold Etheridge, Paris
James Nichols, Puryear
Mrs. Linda K. Harding, Puryear
Halton Charlton, Puryear
Jerry Shobe Puryear
Lenny Kim moos, Puryear
Jerry Kennedy, Puryear
Forrest Paschall, Puryear
Socrates Greer, Whitlock
Dan B. Paschall, Cottage Grove
Hal Charlton, Puryear
Harold M. Jackson, Puryear
Henry J. Holley, Cottage Grove
Quentell Osbron, Puryear
Ancil R. McDuffee, Paris
Elmer Middleton, Puryear
Alfred E. Craig, Puryear
Joe D. Underwood, Puryear
Robert Vaughn, Paris
Bruce Wilson, Hazel. Ky
Harold Brannon Puryear
Billy Thompson, Hazel, Ky.
Mrs. Helen Roberts, Puryear
Chas. L. Ray, Paris
Elbert Hacier, Paris
Hoyt Miller, Puryear
Chas. T. Gamlin, Paris
Vida J. Paschall, Puryear
Hallord Lovins, Murray, Ky
Jimmy Darrell Rogers, Hazel,
Ky.
W. D. Hicks, Puryear
Donald Wyatt, Buchanan
David H. Jackson. Buchanan
Avery Crews, Purvear
Joe Greenville, Paris
Mrs. L. E. Clifford Murray. Ky

W. A. Forres, Hazel, Ky.
Chas. E. Vaughn, Paris
Fred Hart, Hazel, ny.
Buster Paschall, Puryear
Ronald Joluison, Puryear
M. B. Johnson. Puryear
Kermit Kemp Buchanan
Stacy Underwood, Puryear
William Childers, Puryear
J. P. Morgan, Hazel, Ky.
Harold B. Jackson. Paris
Rev Gerrald Bland. Puryear
Ralph W. Pasch-ill, Put-year
Gaylon H. Morris Puryear
Donald S. Ray, Lexington
Joan Townsend, Puryear
Ralph J. Snody, Puryear
Calvin Key, Hazel, Ky.
Ewell Orr, Puryear
W. Paul Dailey, Sr., Hazel, Ky.
John ie J. Blankenship,Puryear
Billy J. Gallimore, Paris
Richard L. Dunlap ER, Paris
Leon Smith, Murray, Ky.
Wm. S. Hardy, Paris
R. B. Gatlin. Paris
Fugate Redmon Paris
Ron D. Odle, Murray, Ky.
Carl J. Brangenberg, Paris
Gary Dan Barker, Paris
Joe Greenwell, Paris
Bill Darby, Paris
W. F. Cary, Puryear•
Pat Paschall, Puryear
Perry Valentine, Puryear
Thomas E. Paschall, Puryear
Frank R. Gallimore, Purges!'
Wm. R. Allbritten, Puryear
Robert D. Newcomb, Puryear
Keith Perkins, Puryear•
Wm. W Atchison, Puryear
Bobby Latimer, Hazel. Ky.*
John Weiher Jr., Cottage
Grove*
Wm. E. Timberlake, Paris
Aubrey M. Knott, Paris
Thomas Alexander, Puryear
Noble Harrelson, Puryear
John Wall, Puryear
H. F Ray, Puryear
J Dan Hart, Puryear
J. T. Burton, Puryear
Jerry L. Webb, Paris
William Yeargin, Puryear
Millard Kesterson, Paris
Melvin H. Nahashige. Pant
James D. Huffman, Paris
Ralph A. Wasson, Paris
Max Wimberly, Puryear
Joel C Atchinson Clarksville
W. Bryant Williams, Paris
•Boata of Directors
•

***********************************************************************
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orth Murray Club Mrs. Shoemaker Is Beverly Grooms
Plans July Wedding
eels In Hotne Of Guest Speaker
Mrs. Jessie Shoemaker of To
Jimmy Foutch
Salyers
Oscar
rs.
Murray was the guest speaker

k
r

The North Murray Honsemak- at the meeting of the Paducah
Club met .in the h aise of Business and Professional Wo. Oscar Salyers on North men's Club,
7th Street on Friday, Jine 14,
The Murray woman who is
St one-thirty o'clock in the af- past cbrector of District I of
ternoon.
the Business and Professional
" Mts. Charlie Crawford and Women's Club installed the
Carl Kingins gave lie les- new officers of the Paducah
on "Family Communicat- club. Mrs. Shoemaker is em-. They asked the question, ployed IR the Peoples Bank of
"What Is Communwation!". Murray, Ky., Inc.
The leaders said it isvolves
much mare than just a ounvotion was given by Mrs. B. J.
municatton betaeen two petsHoffman. Nine members answpie, that it requires understandered the roil call by telling
ing and acceptance of our one's
what they enjoy most about
awn feelings of the other persummer. Two visitors were
IMO
Mrs. O. 0. Flora and Mrs. Burr
The leaders said communicaWaldrop.
tion begins early in life, even
A discussion was held conIn infancy Proper family cornMiss Seneoety Ann Greens*
munscation which brings one cerning the summer picnic, but
Mr. and Mis. isms Gnxims
no
definite
plans
were
made.
closer together makes a hapof Hazel Route One announce
Mrs. Salyers and Mrs. Riggins
pier family, they further said.
the engagement and approachdirected the recreation.
Mrs. Carl Kingins gave intering marriage of their only
Delicious refreshments *ere
esting points from the hinddaughter, Beverly Ann, to Jim
served
by
the
hostess,
Mrs.
wipe notes on trimming shrubmy Lee Foutch, son of Mrs.
Sayers,
assisted
by
her
sister,
bery.
Matte Routch, 414 North PHA
Mrs.
0.
0.
flora.
The chairman. Mrs. John
Street, Murray, and James
The nert regular meeting
Workman, presided and the deFoutch of Ransas City, Mo.
iwill be held in September.
The bride-elect is attending
Calloway County High School
where she will be a senior this
fall. She is also attending the
Ezell Beauty School.
Mr. Foutch is now employed
at Thomas Jones Used Cars
A July wedding is planned at
the Oak Grove Baptist Church.
No formal invitations are being
sent and all friends and relatives are invited.

ly JOAN 03111.UVAN
wrinkle up your nose
at the thought of bunny
food, dieters, for it can be
delicious. The salads featured
today, for example, are out
of this world. They offer quite
a choice of ingredients but
the one thing that's common
to all is western iceberg lettuce. How good it is!
Lettuce is something a calorie counter can snack up on
endlessly only about 60 calories for an entire head. At
this time of the year, western
Iceberg lettuce is especially
appealing for its clean, crisp
goodness scores high in warm
weather.
To serve lettuce at the peak
of perfection. store it properly: Strip off coarse leaves;
twist out the core; hold lettuce cored-end up and rinse
under cold water; turn (coredend dov.-nI to drain. Store in
a tightly wrapped plastic bag.
For lettuce so crisp it crackles, give a plastic-bagged head
a super-chilling in the freezer
compartment for a few minutes before you serve it.
LOW CALORIE ROAST
BEEF SALAD
1 head western iceberg
lettuce

1 (124 or 13 oa..) can
red consonime
Madrilthe
2 tbsp. finely chopped
onion
tsp. coarsely ground
pepper
SS tsp. dill weed
3 tbsp. lemon juice
Si tsp. salt
Sliced Roast Beef
Sliced cucumber
Sliced fresh mushrooms
1 tomato, quartered
Core and rinse lettuce; drain
well. Cut head crosswise to
get four slices, each 1 inch
thick; place them in shallow
pan cover with saran and
chill.
Mix consomme Madrilene,
onion, pepper and dill weed,
then add lemon juice and salt
to taste (amounts needed will
vary with brand of the consorrune). Refrigerate until it
is delicately jellied. Stir to
mix, then spoon 11,4s cup over
each lettuce slice.
Chill briefly to set again.
then arrange roast beef, cucumber, mushrooms and tomato on top In attractive pattern. Spoon remaining conSOITLITIO mixture over to glaze.
Chill. Serves 4.

witAUT.

a
CONSOMME MADRILENE Is spooned over crisp western iceberg lettuce and sliced roast
beef and vegetables and the salad is then chilled until this flavorful low-calorie glare sets.
CUCUMBER CREAM
SALADS
1 head western iceberg
lettuce
2 c. pared diced cucumber
(2 medium)
c. plain yogurt
2 tbsp. lime juice
sa tsp. malt
Ili tsp. celery salt
Dash white pepper
2 tbsp. water
1 envelope plain gelatin
2 large tomatoes
Corp. rinse and drain lettuce, chill in plastic crisper
or disposable plastic bag

Co mbine cucumber, yogurt, lime juice, salt, celery
salt and pepper in electric
blender, process until smooth.
Combine water and gelatin
In small saucepan; stir over
low heat until dissolved
Stir gelatin into cucumber
mixture; chill until it begins
to thicken.
Meanwhile, remove 6 cuplike lettuce leaves, finely
shred enough of remaining
lettuce to measure Ps cups.
Fold shredded lettuce into
thickened mixture, turn into
refrigerator ice tray and chill

•••

. Epileptic's Mother
Won't Face Facts
Ily Abiepeit
tt lea In Cameo Inlassen V. Mae SIBL.

DEAR ABBY - One day last week a atis adiNher boy was
here playing with my son Fortunately I was present when the
-playmate had an epileptic secture I took him borne and told his
mother what had happened Abby. she turned on me as if I had
accused her child of some crime She said. 'What do you
mean, EPILEPTIC' Once in a while he has a little fainting
spell but Pell outgrow it Besides. it can't be epilepsy because
we have never had any insanity in our family . I tried to tell her that I knew an epileptic seizure when I
saw one because my younger sister had had many I also tried
to tell her that it had nothing to do with "insamity," and with
Medication. epilepsy couid be controled. I even told her bow
happily married my sager is today I did all I could to educate
this woman, but she insisted she had no need for my explanations, so I left.
Abby. it seems incredible that we still have people who
think epilepsy is something to he ashamed of I hope you will
print this letter with a few facts of your own to wake up people
like my neighbor
SYCAMORE LANE

Mrs. J. R. Herning
Presides At Arra
Dunn Circle Meet
Mrs J R Harming, chairman
of the Arra Dunn Cireie of the
Woman', Society of Christina
Service of the Hazel Methodbt
Church, presided at the meeting held at the church on Wednesday afternoon.
The theme of the program
was "Japanese Youth — A Study of Change" Mrs Lou Smotherman was the program leader and was assented by Mrs. H
O Brandon, Mrs J R. Hero
mg, and Mrs Claude Anderson
Mrs Herring had lived in
Japan while her husband was
in service and the showed many
articles the had from the country
The devotion was given by
Mrs John McCullough who al- H •
so led in prayer.
Refreshments were served by
the bootees, Mrs Ralph Ed
wards

until set.
To serve, cut each tomato
Into 6 slices, place 1 dice In
each lettuce cup, top with a
spoonful of cucumber mixture
and another tomato slice.
Serves 6 140 calories each)
JAMBOREE SALAD
1 head western iceberg
lettuce
1 (8,4 oz.) can mixed
Wed vegetables or 1 c
cooked diced mixed
vegetables
1 (8 lax) can whole °Mona
4 cherry tomatoes
▪ C. dairy sour crearn
2 tip. lemon juice
14 tsp. salt
Fey dashes coarsely
grated black pepper
Caraway seeds
Core, rinse and drain lettuce; chill in plastic crisper
or disposable plastic bag.
Drain mixed vegetables and e'
onions.
Cut onions and tomatoes In
wedges.
Blend sour cream with lemon juice and salt. Loma lightly
with mixed vegetables, °alone
and tomatoes.
Line salad bowl with outer
lettuce leaves
Halve remaining lettuc•
lengthwise, then finely shred
enough to measure 2 cups,
mound in center of bowl_
Spoon vegetable mixture in
ring around mounded lettuce.
Lightly sprinkle pepper • ana
caraway seeds over all.
Serves 4 (81 calories each).

•

A BLENDER )SALAD combines cucumber. yogurt, lime
Juice, celery salt seasonings Serve with tomato and lettuce

A JAMBOREE of mixed cooked vegetables Is low-calorie
treat. Shredded lettuce is mounded in center of serving dish

-

Dr.Harry Sparks Guest Speaker At Meet
Of Murray-Calloway County Teachers

• ••

PECINAL3

Brenda Johnson Is
Recent Bride Of
Captain Paschall

Barrett and Faith
Vows To Be Read

The Murray-Callaway County should it be destroyed or be
Mr and Mrs. Steven West of
Miss Sandra Barrett, daughter
Retired Teachers Association restlred to be made useful and Lexington are the parents of a
of Mr and Mrs. Woodrow BarMina Brenda Johnson of
met at the public library. Tues- attractive. The vote by the as- son, Mark Robertson, weighing
rett of Calvert City, formerly
day. June 11, at two o'clock in sociation was in favor of it be- eight pounds three ounces, Farmington, was married to of Murray Route One, has cowreconditioned.
A
committee
ing
Captain
Charles
H.
Paschall, plated her wedding piano to—,
the alternoon.
born May 28 at the University
Otis L3VIIIS. Vice-president, was appointed to study the pro- Medical Center. Grandparents U.S Army, at six o'clock in the Pvt. Van A. Faith, son of Mr.
Mrs. Edward Russell opened
DEAR SYCAMORE: The erotism that epilepsy is something
her home for the meeting of preiided in the absence of the blem with Mrs. Hall McCuiston. are Mr. and Mrs J. P. Parks: evening, Friday. May 14, I n and Mrs. Woodrow Faith of
I. he ashamed of dates beck I. biblical times. when Manses
the South
Pleasant Grove president, Mrs. George Hart. chairman, and Celia Crawford and Mr. and Mrs Heron West. Parke Chapel, Honolulu, Ha- Gitbertsville.
which couldn't readily be disapoosed were attributed le
Homemakers Club held on Mon- He introduced the speaker. Dr. and Leslie R Putnam as mem- Great grandparents are Luther waii Ool. Arthur H. Marsh,
The wedding will be mienswitchcraft. insanity, or the work at the "devil."
Chaplain at Ft. De Rusty officday, June 10, at one o'clock in lissrrY Sparks, president of Mur- bers.
Robertson, Mr. and Mrs. Owen
fitted on June 21 'at 7 p.m., at
Mrs
Goldia
Curd
and
iated.
It is a safe estimate that about one out of every HMI
Mrs
the afternoon.
ray State University.
West, Mr. and Mrs. Wilson FarAlton& Baptiot Church, with the
Americas, has epilepsy The exact cane is sat knows. bat it
Dr. Sparks used as a basis Celia Crawford served delight ley. and Mr. and Mrs. 0. P.
"Planning for Retirement"
Rev Bill Cox performing the
Assicia•
The bride is the daughter of
was the subject
the major far his talk the mathematical ful refreshments. The
can be the result at prenatal influesees, istectioes diseases, or
Parker Mrs. J. P. Parker spent
double-ring ceremony.
project lesson presented by formulas. R minus R equals 0. tton adjourned to meet next a week in Lexington after the Mrs. Bathers Johnson and Mr.
heals damage.
No formal invitation are beROI equals time in conjunction with the baby's birth and Mrs. West and Wayne Johnson The groom is ing sent AU friends and relaequate
2R.
plus
R
Mrs.
Autry
St
McReynolds
a
n
d
Attie the -tendency" upward a can be laberited. it is nst
the
FDEA.
son
of
Mr
and
Mrs
HowR2.
Mrs. Clifton Jones.
baby returned home with them
tives are invited to attend both
emesidered an hereditary diserikr. hi recent years medication
•••
ard Paschall of Browns Grove.
into English
-Translated
Mrs. Dennis Boyd, president,
for a visit.
the wedding and reception.
asil drugs have become ertremely effective km etistrellag
• ••
presided Mrs. Dan Billington these mean a specific relationFor her wedding, the bride The reception will be held at
epilepsy With proper care. mew epileptics are able to attead
gave the devotion from U Tim- ship between rights and reMr. and Mrs. Gail Cordrcy
chose
an A-line street length Union Hall on Highway 82, imschool. Mid dowel a job. eventually marry, and live maraud othy 2 15 with prayer by Mrs. sp insibility, rights minus respent the weekend in Mansdress fashioned of white lace mediately following the weddspansibility lead to chaos The
Tuesday, Jim, IS
lives. I Wipe year neigliboir sees this. For her sake. but Boyd
field, Ohio, with her mother,
ing.
The minutes were read by individual is more concerned
The Brooks Cross Circle of Mrs. I. Flora, her brother, E. over satin. The neckline and
•••
especially ter her saa's
Mrs Russell in the absence at with what he gets than when he the First United Methodist L. Flora, and her sister, Mrs. short sleeves were accented by
tiny wallops, and larger scal- Gingery Treed
Mrs Toy Brandon, secretary gives. When merely rights are Church WSCS will meet at the Harry Jamison.
lops were repeated at the hemDEAR ABBY A neighbor recently acquired a 90-pound
• ••
The roll call was answered by the concerned, discord and con• social hall at 730 pm. MayServe quick cherry cheese
line. Her headpiece was of silk topping with warm ginger"guppy.- When he cries at night, he sounds like one of the eight members telling "What I :usion result, one does what he belle Byers will he the hostess.
Mr and Mrs Richard Work•
•
•
satin
bow.
to
a
attached
illusion
bread Drain 1 jar of 4-ounce'.
SIMI& if Bankerville We live in a canyon and the echo of his Enjoy Most About Summer" wants to do.
man of Memphis, Tenn., spent
Mrs. Wrather was a visitor.
Murray Assembly No. 19 Or- the weekend with his parent'', Her only jewelry was a dia- red maraschino cherries reDodds.can be heard for miles
Rights plus responsibility is
The family picnic was plann- a legalistic formula, one does der of the Rainbow for Girls Mr. acid Mrs. Fred Workman, mond pendant. The bride car- serving syrup Chop cherries
The noise at night is bad enough, but we also have a
ed for August 10 at the home what he has to do This will will meet at the Masonic Hall and his sisters. Miss Leah Work- ried a bouquet of gardenias, and mix with 8 ounces of whipday time problem The puppy likes to tiptoe thru the tulips of Mrs
centered with a white orchid, ped cream cheese 1 2 teaspoon
Bob Orr.
bring order but not happiness. at seven p.m. An initiation will man and Mrs. Phillip Rogers
tars] regularly every morning
edged with ivy leaves and tied of grated lemon peel and reThe recreational period was What is the solution of the cut
,be held.
and
family.
•• •
with white satin ribbon.
' All the other neighbors are up in arms, too, so maybe if conducted by Mrs Kent Simpserved syrup Makes 1'2 cups
•••
rent sacial unrest' It is a comson and refreshments were bination of rights and responsiprint this, it will save a dog's life Thank you
Circle I of the WSCS of the
0 T Davis, J. B. Burke.%
The attendants were Lt. and
•
served by Mrs. Russell.
ALSO UP IN ARMS
bility. RxR equals R2 The two First United Methodist Church and Dennis Burkeen attended Mrs. Merritt Wayt of Green• ••
meet
at
the
social
will
hall
at
the Cardinals-Cincinnati Reds ville, South Carolina.
factors become interrelated, fulDEAR ALSO: A deg, like • child. cannot be expected be
baseball game in St. Louis, Mo.,
'ly blended, so that each is lost two p.m.
The bride is a graduate of
•
•
•
lure what it basal bees taught. The real culprit is the deg
on Sunday.
in the other This leads to a
Farmington High School and is
The First Baptist Church Wo• ••
owner. se tiptoe ever there and tell hint that IS you want your
fuller, richer, happier life. In
presently employed in the ofThe Westaide Homemakers an organized society, rights re- man's Missionary Society will
Archie A. Tripp of Murray fice of the County Court Clerk
talips fertilised. you'll de it yourself,
And Be Tour &aging Best
Club held its regular meeting quire responsibility, a rule by• not meet this month due to the tun been dismissed from the
The groom graduated from
Thuraday. June 13 at nine law rather than by men Re- Vacation Bible School at the Western Baptist Hospital, Pa- Calloway County High School The muscular action of your theseDEAR ABBY. The man who advised "love-hinotry" women o'clock in the
the system,called Peristalsis,should
ducah. ,
morning at the striction is essential There are church.
and Murray State University not slow down. If this h•ppen•
•••
to greet their husbands at the door every day for a year with a Murray City Park
• ••
waste materials can build up in the
no restrictions on consideration.
and is serving in the U.S. Ar- lower
tract and you become IrreguThe Faith Doran Circle of the
Gentol embrace must have more red blood in his veins than
During the morning the mem- kindliness and lave We are
Mrs John Morgan of Mur- my. He is now stationed in lar. uncomfortable
and feel stuffed
the
First
of
United Me- ray Route One has been a pat
bers made mcnr• baskets with commanded to love the Lord WSCS
the cold fish I married.
Carter's
Pills with Its unique laxative formula wakes up the slowed
Church will meet,. at lent at the Western Baptist Vietnam.
In the morning it's "Don't touch me or talk to me I'm in a the instructions being given 'by thy God and thy neighbor as thodist
down muscles of the lower digestive
three p m at the home of Mrs. Hospital, Paducah.
Mrs. Barletta Wrather and Mrs. thy self,” Dr. Sparks said.
tract and stimulates Peristalsis,
hurry to leave "
in temporary relief of this trfesuSwann,
403
North
16th
Bun
•
•
•
Ray Broach
one. Grandparents are Mr and larity Then you
It was timely, inspiring. and
will be your smilAt noon, "Don't bother me I came home to eat my lunch
A picnic lunch wa, served at helpful. address, at the conclus- Street with Mrs. Ray Cable as , MISS Carol Suzanne Bogard Mrs. Verchen Hodges and Mr. ing best
sad sit a bit "
Millions of satisfied users take
cohostess.
the noon hour.
of Murray has been a patient and Mrs. Bob Hubbs.
ion of which. Mr Los ins asked
Carter's Pills. Why don't you. 494 •
• ••
At night. "I'm tired Shut up and take the tide in the other
Members present aere Mes- Prof L. 11 Putnam to lead in
at the Western Baptist Hos
Anse
11
Wednesday,
dames Ralph Dal-nell, Billy prayer.
pital. Paducah.
Grove Baptist
Elm
The
• ••
Smith, Charles Parlor, Pat Bo
At bed time. -Shut up and go to sleep"
:
The business session follow•
Church WMS will hold its cirRecently dismissed from the
II I kiss his ear or try to put my arm around turn, he says, gard, Jerry Falwell Wayburn ed with the reading of the minWyatt, Gerald Stone, Larry utes of the last meeting by cle meeting at the church at Western Baptist Hospital, Pa"Is sex all you can think of"
Harris, W. A. Erwi, Eugene Mrs. Reba %fller. secretary, in 7:30 p m. Mrs Charles Barkeen ducah. was Ronald
Phone 753-1272
Wayne
So much for the Geritol embrace I get more pleasure from Robertson.
Jewel McCallon, which she em hasized the part will be the leader.
Smith of Murray.
*
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY *
•
•
•
the want ads
MIDDLE-AGED MAMA
•• o
Ray Broach. and Buridy Ander. taken by the K'bgjrcd Teachers
We Have "t — We Will Get It —Or It Cate!Be Had
The Wadesboro Homemakers
son.
Mr and Mrs. William Hubbs
orgImaç
the
serihelping
to
in
a personal
scheduled
• •
to
meet
Everybody has a preltiew What's yews?
with
Club is
of 903 North 18th Street are
gtaup.
Pricks on new
tatrso ie4Mrs. Autumn Ezell at one p.m. the parents of a daughter, Lori
reply write M Abby. Rem WM. Les Angeles. Cal.. NM and
Judge Hall McCuiston, guest
• ••
iiallv are lii,211(..e I ate „ pri„,
marline s Amps& self-sddressed envelope.
Elizabeth, weighing six pounds
and early summer Sometimes of the assaciation was asked
Thursday, ions 20
13 ounces, born Wednesday,
was whe
You may find ti
popared I • speak. His concern
Dorothy Circle of the June
KATE TO WRITE LETTERS,SEND $1 TO ABBY. BOX "rocyk
The
12, at the Murray-Callot ('0,1'the,. oime„ should be done with the "01,1
First Baptist Church WMS will
arved
MM. LAM ANGIEJZS. CAL, Week FOR ABBY'S BOOIU.ET, 'per terrine as
fro b pro:itoe, Courth pus"- by Dixieland Shop- P.gve a family picnic at the City way County Hospital. Thty
"HOW TO WRITE LETTERS FOR ALI, OCCASIONS."
havO one son, Corey Ray, age
Watches
DiIALirr
nt
end Rings
ping Center on Chestnut Street.
lat this .7s:14.4w.
Park.

Russell Home Is
Scene Of Pleasant
Grove Club Meet

4
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SOCIAL CALENDAR
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WAKE UP YOUR
PERISTALSIS

Westside Club Has
Meeting At Park

a

WALLIS DRUG
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Cook's Jewelry
500 MAIN STREET
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By DOROTHEA M. BROOKS the cooling
unit atop the
NEW YORK UPI) — For warm-air furnace This conthe 4 5 million families whose tains the cooling coil, blower
homes are centrally air condi- motor and fan Miles says
TOTALS
2.622
1.333
tioned, a tip from the experts these three operations will put
538
before you flip the switch on this eautoment in 'trot clans Required Majorities
1,312
667
270
another long, hot summer:
A spring tuneup will insure operating
condition:
comfort on the sultriest days
—Replace or clean air filters.
'and help keep repair bills at a depending on
the type Fiber* minimum.
glass filters must be replaced
The tuneup is a job that can as they get clogged
with dirt
be handled by the family han- and can't be cleaned.
Alumidyman as part of his annual num filters can be
cleaned To
spring cleanup regimen Lee get rid of dust
and lint they
Miles. manager of customer should first be vacuumed,
or
training for Worthington Cor- tapped lightly into
a newspaporation's air conditioning op- per, dirty side down They then
eration. says "anyone who th should be swished
in water
the least bit handy can put with a mild detergent, rinsed
operating
his machine in top
clean, and allowed to dry. Becondition in less than an hour fore reinstallation they should
-and with only a screwdriver. be given an adhesive spray.
can of oil. pipecleaner and a Airfilter spray is available
at
bucket of water."
hardware stores or from an air
There are only two parts to conditioning dealer.
the system that require attenIn any case, Miles warns, do
tion. Miles says The first is the
not operate the cooling unit
condensing unit outside the
without the filters in place as
house -that contains the refrigthis will leave the cooling coil
erant compressor, condenser
exposed, allow dirt to get becoil, blower motor and fan. To
tween the fins, and impair air
keep it operating effciently. he
circulation which is extremely
suggests:
important in the coil
pagrass,
—Clean all leaves,
He suggests it also is a good
Per and other winter debris
from the face of the grill This Idea to check the filter monthallows unrestricted air flow. ly when the air conditioner is
necessary for the unit to op- operating as they clog easily
and cut down on the unit's effierate at peak efficiency.
—Open the condensing unit ciency
—Oil the cooling blower moby unscrewing the acces.s panel
lubrication tor wherever there are lubrifor
check
and
points. such as'oll cups or tubes cating points, such as at oil
that supply the main bearing cups or tubes Again, use the
of the ,ondenser fan motor. same non -detergent oil recornPut in two or three drops of mended for the condensing
No 20 non -detergent motor oil, unit
available at any service sta—Also make sure the cooling
tion_ or auto supply store Do coil drain pan and drain line,
for
not- use household oils sold
located directly below the coolSECOND VIII MURDER TRIAL ON Marine Cpl Stanley
small electrical appliances, as ing coil, are clean and free
Luczko Jr. confers with his attorney, Frank J. McGee, at
theft) are too light
flowing The pan can be wiped
Quantico, Vu , where he is on trial a second time on charge
—Make sure the oil heater clean and the line can
of murdering a South Vietnamese woman he said he thought
be
o the compressor runs for at blown through or cleaned with
was a Viet Cong while on petrol neat' Chu Lai. His first
At 48 hours before operating a long pipecleaner
conviction (and life aentencro, in Vietnam. was overturned.
unit. If the oil temperat,t
Finally. Miles suggests, be
igie in the compressor is not SUIT to set all
the supply ducts
up to at least 160 degrees and registers
to the summer him balance the system and
Flitirenheit for operation, the cooling
position Supply ducts, mark the positions. Registers,
Ite4,1) comb., brush, curlers.
rompresaor could be damaged generally
located in the base- in the main part of the house, curler rap and hair net free of
Miles says this is the most ment. are
usually marked for can be adjusted for individual oily odors by soaking them
coaimon cause Of compressor summer
cooling and winter comfort.
regularly in a basin of warm
expensive
to
leads
and
ie
heating positions at the hanThis part of the mainte- water containing 2 tablespoons
r bills
re
dle This is done when the sys- nance schedule is easily overof Faking soda Add a dash of
Second Part
tem is installed and balanced looked, but the system won't
i
baking soda to shampoo rinse
part
of
the
If
sysnot flunked. it's best to call dribute cool air properly if
The eecond
o ater to make your hair eNtra
lookitur
in
after Is
your serviceman and have iiticts and registers are not set
tem t11:11 needs
'
soft and alossy
correctly Mlles saYs
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Nicknames of the State

The United States has entered that time of year when most
delegates to rimier party national conventions will be chosen either in primaries or in conventions.
UPI's Washington staff assembled a table of 1968 conven
Dakotas), the Beehive State Bay State, New Hampshire the
By ROBERT E. HUBER
tion delegate votes and electoral votes. It is reproduced below lii
(Utah) and Wonderful Wyo- Granite State, New Jersey the
United
Press
International
the belief it can be useful as a guide for readers or for the ref
ming.
Garden State and New York
ence and use of subscriber editors.
In the South, Alabama is the the Empire State.
It's a political year again.
In the Democratic column, figures are for votes rather thaIl They're sweeping out con- Yellowhanuner State, named
Ohio residents are called
for delegates The Democrats have 2,622 votes at their conven vention halls in the Sunshine after a bird. Georgia is the Buckeyes, Pennsylvania citition but, through allocation of one-half and three-quarter vote State and the Prairie State.
Empire State of the South.
zens live in the Keystone State
could have as many as 3,099 delegates. The 1,333 Repub
If the nicknames aren't faMississippi is
called
the and Rhode Island is called Litconvention votes go one to a delegate.
miliar, that's because they Magnolia State, and the Caro• tle Rhody. West Virginia is the
only seem to blossom during Units are the Tarheel and Pal. Mountain State and correpolitical years That's when metto States, North and South sponds to Vermont's nickname
politicians rise up and pro- respectively.
—the Green Mountain State.
claim something wonderful
Also in the South are LouisiWhat's left? The nation't
By United Prem International
about the Yellowhammer State ana. the Pelican State; Ken- two newest states—Hawaii and
or the Mountain Slate or the tucky, the Bluegrass State Alaska Hawaiians like to call
1968 NATIONAL CONVENTION DELEGATE
Show-Me State.
Florida. the Sunshine State: their islands the Aloha State
VOTES AND ELECTORAL VOTES
Late this summer, when Arkansas, the Wonder State; But Alaska—well, they're still
Democrats and
looking for a nickname up
Republicans Tennessee. the Vol untee
Democratic
Republican
Ile.-torn!
gather in convention at Chi- State, and Virginia. the Old there. Chances are it will have
something to do with big and SUCCEEDS PAVLOV Yevgeny
cago and Miami Beach, the Dominion.
ALABAMA
32
10
nicknames for all 50 states
cold
Tyazhelnikov ( above ), a proMidwest
ALASKA
22
3 may come in
vincial Communist Partyu
handy.
ARIZONA
19
5
In the far West, California
worker, has. been named(
ARKANSAS
33
6 .s nicknamed the Golden State, In the Midwest, Illinois is
head of the powerful, 23 mil- •
the
Prairie State, while IndiCALIFORNIA
174
lion member Young Commun40 and its neighbor. Nevada, is
the Battle Born State. Wash- ana is the Hoosier State. Iowa
COLORADO
ist League (Komsomol) in
35
51 JOHN KRANER, CENTRAL PRESS
6 ington
is the Evergreen State, is the Hawkeye State, and
CONNECTICUT
Russia. He succeeds Sergei
44
8 while its neighbor, Oregon,
is Kansas the Sunflower Suitt:.
Pavlov, ousted from the
6"
21 —ri
DELAWARE
22
Nebraska is called the Corn. :
3 called the Beaver State.
office after nine years
FLORIDA
63
In the Southwest. Texas is husker State, Wisconsin is tta
14
Badger
State,
Michigar
and
the
Lone
Star
GEORGIA
State,
as every43
12
me learns in the first grade the Wolverine State. MinneHAWAII
28
4
(n that state. Next door, New sota is the Land of 10,00C
IDAHO
25
sit
4 Mexico is called the Land of Lakes, and Missouri is the
A new translucent plastic
ILLINOIS
118
hat with wide flip brim can be
28 Enchantment. Oklahoma is the Show-Me State.
In the East, Connecticut is
worn as a sun hat. rain hat,
INDIANA
63
13 Sooner State, and Arizona is
:ailed the Constitution State
beach hat, sailing hat, or fun
:he Grand Canyon State.
IOWA
48
9
cocktail party hat. It comes in
The West also has the Cen- In the East also is the Blue
KANSAS
38
glistening silver or gold metaltennial State ,Colorado), the lien State (Delaware), the
KENTUCKY
46
9 Gem State 'Idaho.. the Treas- Pine Tree State (Maine) and
' lic or lime, blue. amber, purLOUISIANA
ple, pink and smoky gray The
36
10 ure State 'Montana i, the he Old Line or Free State
Maryland).
hat with chiffon chin tie, is
MAINE
TELEOPE
rir
- RAC1
ORS --u;1;;;;;-".."111111111
-lato dex27
4 Flickertall State and the CoyMassachuaetts is called the
large enough for hat passing
terous. cybernetic machines Esote State 'North and South
MARYLAND
49
10
sentially tonged manipulator
purposes. too
MASSACHUSIMII
72
arms desrgned to be operated re14
Foam rubber mattresses
motely in hostile environments Of
MICHIGAN
96
21
progrororroaci to function by comrange from soft to extra firm.
(Dechar Corp 65-83 RoebMINNESOTA ,
52
puter command Sinc• 1946.3,000
10
the Latex Foam Rubber Counling St Brooklyn, N.Y
crras
have
built
been
in
tft•
U.
S.,
MISSISSIPPI
24
7
cil reports
1110ifs fee atomic energy pleats.
MISSOURI
60
MONTANA
26
4
SAN FRANCISCO ITJPI) —
NEBRASKA
30
5 Five danger signs which may
RUM610•3131P•
NEVADA
22
potentially
serious
3 indicate
tooth and jaw alignment probNEW HAMPSHIRE
26
lems in children have been
NEW JERSEY
82
17 listed by the American
AssoNEW MEXICO
28
4 ciation of Orthodontists
NEW YORK
190
Easily recognizable, they give
43
NORTH CAROLINA
warning
of
59
possible
13 early
malocclusions — irregularities
NORTH DAKOTA
25
4
of tooth position and the fitOHIO
115
28 ting together of the teeth
upon
OKLAHOMA
41
the laws—wt&ta can be
OREGON
35
minimized
by
prompt and
PENNSYLVANIA
......
130
29 proper dental care. reports Dr
B
F. Delve!. chairman of the
RHODE ISLAND
27
4 Council
on Orthod tic EduSOUT3I CAROLINAlee.
28.
cztion.
SOUTH 1DAKDTA
26
Correct alig
4
of the
TENNESSEE
51
11 teeth and jaws is important,
he said, to assure proper chewTEXAS
104
25
ing of food, breathing, speech.
UTAH
26
4 better appearance
and general
VERMONT
22
3 dental health.
VIRGINIA
54
The fi‘,e danger signs are:
12
WASHINGTON
—Difficulty in chewing; un47
9
even growth of the face or
WEST VIRGINIA
38
7
jaws: noticeably crooked
WISCONSIN
59
12 teeth: teeth which overlap
othWYOMING
22
3 ers, causing crowding: and
DINT OP COLUMBIA
23
3 thumb sucking, or related habPUERTO RICO
3 its, after eruption of the permanent upper front teeth.
VIRGIN ISLANDS
5
CANAL ZONE
5
GUAM
5
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MAIN OFFICE and DRIVE-IN BRANCH
9 A.M to 2:30 P.M
Monday through Friday

Eggs Seen
Perfect Food
BERKELEY. Calif .UPI)—
Eggs "fit beautifully" in almost
anyone's diet, the chief of the
University of California's nutrition department says
Dr George Briggs says the
egg actually is "one of nature's
moat perfect foods and fits into most diets."
He points out that the fat in
an egg is soft and most of it is
unsaturated This, he says, is
good for the low-calorie diet
A Fruit-chees• Sandwich
Fresh pineapple salad sandwich is delicious and filling.
Cut a thin slice from top and
bottom of I
medium-sized
pineapple' Stand
fruit on
board and peel with very sharp
'knife. Remove eyes with sharp
pointed knife. Slice crosswise
into 8 rings and core each
Blend 1 7 pound of softened
cream cheese with 1 2 cup of
coarsely chopped
watercress
leaves. Spread on 4 pineapple
rings) and top with remaining
4 rings. Serve on watercress
sprigs and top with dressing
made by mixing 2 cup of mayonnaise with 1 tablespoon of
honey and 2 teaspoons of fresh
lemon juice
•

•

TV Branch ... Drive-In Window at Branch
and ...Walk-Up Window Downtown
9 A.M.--4 P.M. - - - Monday through Friday
A New Service

FRIDAY EVENINGS, 4101 O'clock
At All Offices
Saturdays 9 A.M. 10 12 Noon
These New Hours Arranged for the
Banking Convenience Of Our Patrons

•

Expect Stable
Family Life
STANFORD. Calif (UPI)—
Don't expect big changes in
family living over the next few
decades. a Stanford sociologist
says.
Prof. Morris Zelditch says
-the basic picture will remain
relatively 'stable," even though
Proving numbers of women
will join the sin, k force
•
This menus women will have
more ilaiices" to,. make about
thcit tuture. burrt has not and
will not result in any fundamental shift in their family
role.
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Cardinals To Hold
Paducah Tryouts
The world champion Cardinals, :urs incident to the tryouts. .
constantly on the lookout for
"We'll be looking for hustling, I
new diamond talent, will spon- Cardinal-type players for our IP
sor baseball tryout's in Paducah seven-club farm system," Silvey
June 25 and 26, it was announced went on. "We have a topnotch
today by Farm Director George staff of dedicated managers and
Silvey.
FRIDAY NIGHT ADULTinstructors, too, ever ready to
This is a once-in-a-summer op- give the newcomers the benefit
JUNIOR BOWLING LEAGUE
portunity for the young players of their experience and baseball
Week of June 14, 1968
in the area to get in on all the know-how. A player with tbe
Teem
W. L.
action at Brooks Stadium, where tools has everything going for
The Brewer's
13% 6%
the tryouts will start each day him in our organization and you
12% 7%
ay JOB GERGEN
toles down to their fifth stra- The Parks
at 10 a.m. under the direction of can be sure he'll reach the big
12 8
UPI Sports Writer
ight defeat. Paul Lindblad was The Dixon's
The Owens
12 8
veteran Red Bird scout W. H. time as quickly as his ability
There's no stopping Frank the winner.
11 9
"Buddy" Lewis.
Quilici now that the elinneeets
The Indians' decline reached Riley & Parks
warrants, These tryouts could
10% 9%
Any player between II and 22 be a dream-come-true for someTwins have given lurr his start. seven in a row as pinch-hitter , The Hodge's
McCallon's
The
10%
9%
heeler
who
the
is
slight
Wilke, the
welcome to take part in the one and we're counting on a
Bill 'Voss lined a triple in
9 11
figured so prominentl in the seventh inning, scoring pinch The Neele's
tryouts. He should bring his good turnout "
Etherton's
The
7
13
Twins' 1965 American League runners Sandy Almoar and Bud- 4
glove, shoes and a uniform if be
To take part an American Le3 17
pennant drive before fading in- dy Bradford and giving the The Hicks
has one. All other equipment
gion player must have a letter
to the obscurity of the minor White Sox their first victory in High Team 3 Games Scratch
will be supplied by the Cardinals.
of approval from either his le1151
leagues, re-emerged from the Milwaukee, their home-away The Neal's
"The search today for the
gion coach or post commander.
1059
shadows again last Fr.day night from-home. A crowd of 28,081 The Dixon's
Cardinal diamond greats of to1045
whee he started a game at se- saw Jack Fisher post his se- The Brewer's
morrow goes on," Silvey reHigh Team 3 Games WHC
cond base, courtesy of the U. S. coed triumph.
marked.
"We have a reputation
1301
Marine Corps,
Jim Fregosi's leadoff homer The Neale's
for molding players with po1198
He appears quite reluctant to In the 12th inning provided the The Brewer's
tential into major leaguers, and
1194
leave the spotlight
winning run for the Angels. The Dixon's
thew tryouts could mean the
High Team Game Scratch
subbing for Rod Ca- Minnie Rojas who replaced
1W.
start of a rewarding professional
407
rew who is serving a reserve starter Jim McGlothlin in the The Neale's
Los Angeles, Singer 8-5 at career
for someone. Many playThe
Dixon's
384
hitch with the Marines has now 10th, was credited with the viePittsburgh, Moose 2-4, 8:05 p. ers have
broken into baseball
The Hodges
361
started in four games and the tory.
Thursday, June 20
m.
the tryout camp way."
High Team Game WHC
Twins have won them
all.
10:30-11 p. m -Munson Out
Chicago, Hands 8-2 at St.
No fee is charged to partici- doors . . . Ch. 8.
The Neale's
457
What's more they owe much of
Louis, Bites 7-5, 9 p. m.
pate in the tryouts. A
•• • •
The Dixon's
429
that success to the spirited
player
Wednesday
Games
ONE DOWN, ONE TO GO-Bobby Talent at
The Owen's
425
utility p/ayer, who has collectFriday, June 21
lbs St. Loads
Houston at New York, night signed to a contract will be re(ardinals slides into second base alter beim Isreed by
High Ind, Sense Scratch
ed seven hits in 12 at bats
8-11 p m -Braves Baseball$
Julian
Cincinnati at Atlanta, night
imbursed for the expenses he inJavier in the second inning of a game with the
193
Patsy Neale
since coming off the scarp
.. Atlanta vs. St. Louis Ch. 4.
Los Ang at Pittsburgh, night
Cincinnati
•• • •
Reds Sunday. Cincinnati shortstop Leo
193
Peggy Owen
heap
Cardenas relays
San Fran at Phila. night
191
Tommy Helm's throw to first base to complete the
Betty Dixon
Twins Neve Up
June 22
Saturday,
Chicago at St. Louis, night
*Nile
235
play But the Cardinals went on to beat the Reds 4-2,
Jim Neale
The 29-year-old Quilici, who
12:30-1 p. m -Car and Treck
in at
Rudell Parks
206
was Intim in seven sppearen- sew
. Ch. 4.
A,/Tiernan League
AMERICAN LIAIAUE
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Delmar Brewer
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Prayer CIAO
SI
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High Ind. Game Wide
ths of the season. doubled and Yastrirarati Sea
-Baseball .
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1-4
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WI 33 61
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41 22 .651 VI 223 31 70
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tripled, scored one run and F 04raara Was
PeileY Owen
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32 29 525 8
Marrrama Saw
a ilS 70 46
The
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Aces,
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Patsy Neale
drove in another Monday night Carrara,
234
6' '41 22 SS
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33 31 .516 8% softball team, won
w Arian Os•
another
5.'s6 31 S6
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Betty Dixon
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2:30-3 p. m.-The OutdoorsNY
•7 216 Si 63
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61
Jim Neale
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773011611, Ass
S7 29 As SS
•• ••
of the second-place Baltimore 0
Baden Parks
224
-Ishenor,
Ss 19 US 1
Oakland
31 31 .500 9% played at Paducah.
01ive
62 216 is 64
Orioles.
Vernon Riley
214
3-5 p. m -Canadian Open
New York 29 33 468 11%
Pine was the winning pitcher
10611111
The Oakland Athletics edged
High Ind, 3 Gaines Scratch
Golf Tourney
Ch. 5.
Calif.
29
33
•/*awe. 94401161061141. II* U Prawn
468
11%
In
the
10
to
8
victory
over
the
By FRED DOWN
•• • •
the Orioles 3-2, enabling the idle Dario
17. trararamws. 11141441
Patsy Neale
542
Giusti with his eighth loss. Chicago
27
32
458
12
KNIFirrra
Paducah
IL Voilramolti. Mildred Hodge
team.
UPI Sports Writer
Detroit Tigers to open an eight- Swim 11
515
Giusti had singled home two Wash.
4-3 p m.-Wide World of
24 36 .400 15%
Pat Ward knocked a triple
Is Hank Aaron destined to be runs in the fourth to tie the
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Betty Dixon
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636
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to
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Monday's Results
Attlanta 3 Cincinnati 2, night
Pittsburgh 4 Houston 3, night
Los Ang at Phila., ppd., rain
Only games schedueld
Tedays Probable Pitchers
Houston, Lemaster 5-6 and
Blasingame 1-1 at New York,
Ryan 5-4 and Cardwell 1-7, 2,
5 p. m.
San Francisco, Perry 6-3 and
Mcconnick 5-8 at Philadelphia,
:05 p. m and Fryman 9-5. 2,
6:05 p.
Cincinnati, Cloninger 1-4 at
Atlanta, Johnson 4-3, 8:05 p.
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TUESDAY - TUNE 18, 1968
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Porterag e. In addition Ito
also alterations, bound, buttonLourdes. the pilgrimage ifi;l
holes and marline made but- Lourdes Pilgrimage
WASHINGTON (UPI -The spend several days in Belgiri
tonholes. 203 S. 12th or call
14th annual "National Rosary visiting sacred places.
753-7453.
1-18-C
Pilgrimage for the Sick to Southern Baptist Budget 1
GARLAND ALUMINUM Service Lourdes," operated by the
NABHWIJ.E, Tenn.
offers expert installation along Catholic Travel Office here, The executive committee ofihe
with 25-407, savings on alumi- will leave New York 9ept. 21 Southern Baptist Conven on
num siding, windows and doors. via Sabena Belgian World Air- has recOMmended a 1989
inci
btse
We are a newly formed family lines.
et of $27.8 million, an
An
all-inclusive rate of $585 of $800,000 over 1968
business with some 20 yews
Budget items include $13.8
accumulated experience. Free covers round trip economy air
for $10,500.00.
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE AT PANORAMA Shores. 2-bed- estimates with no obligations. transportation from New York million for foreign migsions.
Phone 489-2427. Call now for to the Catholic sacred shrine in $5 1 million for the six Southbrick
Lourdes, France, transporta- ern Baptist Convention semiROOMS FOR boys. One block BY OWNER, 3-bedroom Call room brick veneer with large special prices.
July-73-C tion in
Street.
den, kitchen, large living room,
Europe, accommoda- naries, $4.98 million for home
from campus. Summer rates. house on So. 16th
TFC
with wall-to-wall carpet. Large rm LOOKING for 2 women who tions, all meals, sightseeing, missions and $1.25 million for
Will take fall applications. Pri- 753-5270.
vate entrance. Phone 753-8243 MODERN FOUR - BEDROOM, lot, with shade trees. Price are interested in earning $200 meetings, transfers, tips and radio and television.
$12,500.00.
to $350 per month on a partJune-24-C
or 753.2585.
$3,500. Carpet, paneling, air- FREEMAN JOHNSON, Realtor, time
basis. For interview call
Electo Yesterday's Puzzle
NEW FURNISHED apartments, conditioning, furniture. acre. Southside
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15-Occupant
and
21
game against the New York
UO MPAGROO UM
apartment with other college
mother
nalrimmn Donau,
Mets, Carlton failed to touch 17•Hardshelled
22-Free of
frurt
1-18-C
good
girls. Call 753-7923.
cash,
for
to
buy
WANTED
coma Go moo
23-Greek letter
REAL ESTATE BARGAINS on used tractor mowing machine. third base and, although he 19-Note of scale
It
20-Native metal
24.Possessive
reached
home
was
plate,
deSALE
OneOR
FOR RENT
Building Lots.
pronoun
George E. Overby. Call 753- clared out. After the game, 21-Strok•
buiding
airwith
43 Babylonian de,ti
bedroom house trailer
34 Bishopric
25'Insane
WE HAVE over 250
1-20-C Mans greeted Carlton in the 22-Crimson
1292.
44-Listen to
35 Worthless
26.Abstract being
23-Repetition
conditioner, available now. Call lots to choose from, southwest
46.Wager
leaving
25-Goal
25-Deface
clubhouse with:
753-8291 after 5:00 p. m.
47-Prefix: three
of Murray. With water and
LOST & FOUND
29-Skill
26.1reland
375.1,
411-Davrn goddess
J-19-P sewer, some with curb and gut.31 Shad.tree
27 Tint
35-Countenance
49 Decay
2111-0.'gen of hearing 32-Three-toed
Saturday
black top streets. Price LOST: Downtown
39 Pointless
and
ter
Si-Symbol for
sloths
29-Coniunction
TWO-BEDROOM house, avail- ranging from $750.00 to $4500. morning. White gold watch with
tantalu
40-Angry
33-Writing
30-Con1unction
53-Preposition
able July 1st. Close to Univer41
each
Number
on
diamonds
implement
small
five
small
31-Makes beloved
payment. Only
down
No
33-Postscript
sity. Wired for a washer and monthly payments.
side of face, white gold band.
Sc JOHN KSANII CENTRAL PRESS
(.bbr )
J-20-C
dryer. Call 753-2087.
35-Ancient
FREEMAN JOHNSON Realtor, Reward. Phone 753-3954. J-20-C
36-Insect egg
Center,
Shopping
Southside
JULY 1st, one side of duplex,
37-Insect
1-18-C
NOTICE
36-Adamant
unfurnished, 1631 Farmer. 2- Phone 753-2731.
40-Possessive
bedrooms, living room and din- REAL ESTATE BARGAINS for
pronoun
ing area, kitchen, bath and The Week.
41.liteiody
ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser42-Entmet
and
drive
storage mom, private
8 Acres, with well, pump, sep- vice, Box 213 Murray, Ky., C.
43-Bitter vetch
carport. $70.00 per month Call
44-Chicken
tank and electricity. Stable M. Sanders, Phone 382-3176,
1-20-C tic
492-8174.
45-Symbol for
9-C
H-June-2
On
Lynnville, Ky.
for horses, shade trees.
calcium
46-Cry of sheep
blacktop road. Price 23800.00.
TERMITES' Call Ward Termite
47-Fraglls
living
nice,
extra
-BEDROOM,
2
SERVICES OFFERED
for free estimate. All work guarso-Nwasikr:
room, dining room, kitten and
anteed. Five year contracts.
incr•range,
52-=
oven
MAINTENANCE Unlimited Jan- bath. built-in
Five room house treated, $65.00.
54-Cleari at cares
itor Service, Commercial, In- air-conditioned. All 'electric Ward Pest Control, 1612 College
35-Dins
10
ground.
of
acre
1
on
56-Wile et Dentin
heat,
dustrial, Residential. Call beFarm Road, phone 753-6501.
57'Superlative
owes its exDOS ATOMIC AGE
Highon
Murray,
of
east
miles
tween 2 and 8, 492-8485,
July-11-P
endiag
tstenr• to Botish cite...felon=
June-27C way 94. Price $8500.00.
lessor of physscs Ernest
frame
-bedroom
DOWN
3
2 ACRES, one
MOTOR ROUTES open. Contact
ftwl whe set down the areisprol
TWO EXPERIENCED college house and one, 2-bedroom Louisville-Courier Journal, 753theory of rodirsochvity naming
1-Tiny amount
the alpha and beta peonies In
boys will paint houses. Reason- frame house. Both with electric 7116.
TFC
2-Oefore
1903 In 1911 ii. outlined the strucable rates. Call 753-7216 or heat, and bath. 5 miles from
3-1•Ind7
ture of the aeon. os known today.
4.11tationat
Distr. by United Feature Syndicate, nc.
753-8172, after 12 noon. J-24-C Murray, on black top road. All WILL DO SEWING in my home,
TELE LEDGER

1952 MG-TD. Call 753-4996.
1-19-C

FOR SALK
b1ASSEY F'URGERSON baler,
New Holland rake, New Holland
conditioner. Will sell all three
together or conditioner separate
from baler and rake. All in
good condition. Call John Mcjruiision, Route 2 Puryear, Tenn.
TFNC
11547-3949.

c, 75 h. p.
BOAT 15' Fibe
Johnson motor, o y 20 hours
time, nylon top aft and side
curtains, all complete with
trailer for $1395.00. Call 4351-19-P
4752.

RUGS a mewl? Clean for less
with-Blue Lustre' Rent elec$1. Bik K. J-22-C
DUE TO DIVORCE we have tric shampooer
one Singer Automatic Zia-Zag 1968 HONDA 350 Scrambler.
sewing machine. Monograms, Will sell very reasonable. Call
buttonholes, sews on buttons, 753-8779 or after 5 p. m. 753blind hems, twin needle, fan- 4487.
1-20-C
cy designs, etc. Just assume
Wagon,
final 9 payments of $6.36 mon- 1961 OLDS 88 Station
factory air, car has been comth. Call 753-6888.
pletely rebuilt, radio and heatraiA1986 MUSTANG, 289, stick.
er. Can be seen at Dowdy's ga
dio and heater. See at 1607 rage on No. 7th Street, or call
' Dodson or call 753-6299. TFC 753-7628.
1-20-C
electric
USED KELVINATOR
BOOK CASE, three .helves, alcook stove 39". Looks and cooks so lamp. Both in excellent conlike new. Ansel Griffin, Phone dition. Less than six months
1-18-P old. Call 753-7822.
753-3205.
J-20-C
i12,000 BTU YORK Air-Cond
1961 CHEVROLET 2-ton flattioner in good condition. $75. bed. Good condition. Call 753Call 753-2832 after 9:00. 1-18-P 4848.
1-20-P

cCIENCE
UPOTLIGHT

.4 FT LARSON Speedboat, 40 1961 PONTIAC and 1957 Ford
h. p. Mercury, new battery, pick-up. Both in good condi1-20-P
skis, ski vest, ski rig. Call 753- tion. Call 753-1741.
1-21-P
7919, S. Parklane.
WILL SELL one late model
BEDROOM SUITE, nylon, Sim- 16 cubic foot Westinghouse remons hide-a-way bed; Frigid- frigerator with large freezer
aire automatic washer, tables capacity, and one Noroold 2
and lamps. RCA T. V. Phone Cu, ft office refrigerator or per1-18-P fect for camping. Call 753-3919.
753-2247.
J-20-C
11963 PONTIAC Bonneville. Full
and
white
black
-YEAR-OLD
3
*ower, factory air, new Urea.
Excellent condition. Best offer. Pinto Pony, gentle for kids
1-22-C 53" saddle pony, brown and
Call 753-6123.
white Pinto, showed in English
PEARL GREY muskrat fur pleasure pony. 4-year-old bay
jacket. Size 12 to 14 Excellent quarter horse, 144 hands high.
oondition. $50.00. Call 753-7725 Call 492-8126.
1-20-C
J-18-C
SADDLE FILLY, 2 years old,
UPRIGHT PIANO. Good prac- broke and gentle James Foster,
tice piano for beginning stud- 492-8499
1TP
WANTED TO 11V(T
$75.00. Call 753-3798
J-18-C 2 USED air conditioners. Call
2-room furnished
753-7498 from 7-30 to 430 WANTED
28" BOYS bicycle. Call 751{- daily.
1-20-C apartment. Call 753-8801.
1-18-NC
1-18-C
1670.
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A new Western thriller
BY RICHARD POOLE
IIIIII Lee
From the Doubleday & Co. novel. Copyright 0
Wells. Distributed so ring natures timeliest&
•I
per that tripped you in the him to arrest Bart Yates and
CHAPTER 15
' the rider Hal sew the whole
CORWIN found Cal fight'.
Greg searched back for ad 'crew over there if we have to
\-1 Weber at the second saloon
. Moyers might be Bar Y's catsin Redman and slid into a chair elusive memory. "That one
before paw but we'll still give him a
at the old man's table Cal said I've seen him before .
chance to act on the evidence
in • low. grim voice. "Rocking the fight. that is."
"If he doesn't"
"He's one of the hardcase
- that means Amanda ,
`Chair
She leaned forward. "You're
from
, A:ane- -finally has her way. AM bunch Yates brought in
when he started ram- thinking like we are. Corwin
Abut you against Bar Y antlicutside
here He won't Sc. we'll act and it'
they're Just waiting for Yates rodding Bar Y Ain't been
been too long coming"
- long "
to make a wrong move.Hoskins. Just beyond Stern,
':Saw him somewhere else.
"We've known that, but dose
pretested uneasily. "Now, 'Menthen, do you reckon?"
Yates"
"Drifung gunslinger. that ds, don't make your mind up
"Nothing much happens he
afore- ;•
one. Might be you did."
bbon't know .•'
but
"It's done' • Amanda twisted
"All right, maybe
I "Then he'll make a move. It
savagely about in her saddle to
go."
ie doe.Joat. the others will fig- ict it
C31 suddenly peered out the face the fat rancher "Sam was
re he's bluffed."
"Company of some back-shot Murdered' Can you
move." window
e

Aill.

by Charles M. Schulz

Peanuts*

Nat.

Is
R5
HELL061.
I_
'
S
'M "PEPrERMiNT'
PATTY,40lift TENT
MON ITC4t_2

MY NAME REALLY 19.4'T
T"PAT Tv..THAT'S JU5T A
NICK-NAME my DAD GAYE ME...HE
HIS "RARE GEM"
ALSO CALLS

NOW, li.kiXT ARE YOUR /JAMES ?

• 41

AFTER

ALT

WHAT CAN WE 54i?

,
6----1
,.,..t,...,•„
,iii
4
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riFLEG

ht

by Ernie Bushmiller

Nano?
NANCY,
PLEASE
DRY THE
DISHES

AW I WAS
STACKING MY
BLOCKS

t

, "And they'll make the

argue that down"
kind coming."
Cal finished. "Like two hacklShe waited, a poised and
Greg bent to the window. He
ng dogs circling one another.
of lovely fury. but Hoskins could
bit
small
a
Just
could
see
slash."
throat
a
°tilting for
it only shake his head reluctantly
before
road
distant
Greg arose and Cal pulled the
and the Amanda nettled to her saddle
onself up. They went out on curved to the house
cut it off. Greg again. facing Greg. .- You have
the porch and started to the structure
Yates glimpsed two riders but sensed, some marks Bart Yates left on
Bart
Suddenly
steps
(loud, that your face. Corwin. The whole
loomed up before Greg. block- from the rolling dust
had moved beyond his Valley knows what happened
pig his way. Greg heard Cal's more
view Then the two disappeared. After that, we expected you to
indrawn hiss and became aware
come riding to help us. Then
w many' Who"
that half a dozen hard-eyed
"Half a dozen at least. One we'd heard he'd laid you up. Is
half
bnen had formed R rough
we-ear is Hoskins and one that so"
moon around him. Yates stand- I
"Nothing permanent You can
Zane "
a step ahead of the others. 'Mande
see that,'
"Another argument"
' "I Saw you stop her when
"Then you we got no excuse
Looked more like
-Maybe
lahe Came out of the store."
Sam was cut
to hold back
real trouble."
"You're wrong, Yates. I-"
Greg walked down the hall- down without a chance by the
Yates' fist slammed without
behind him. He same man who marked you."
warning into Greg's stomach. way, Cal just
Greg's bleak tawny eyes stuthe porch and
on
out
stepped
a
and
forward
him
It doubled
law. waited at its edge as the caval- died the hard, expectant face's
fist cracked off his
gaze returned
straightening him and flinging cads approached They were before him His
saloon still some distance away but to Amanda and he wondered
him back against the
n d what jeering fate kept coming
wail with a bone-thudding he confirmed Hoskins a
Amanda. recognized Hal Stern. between them. He rubbed the
crash.
were palms of his hands along his
other men
Stunned. Greg bounced off the The four
V
trouser legs.
strangers.
Ivan toward Yates. who waited
"No excuse. But no reason.
slightly ahead of
Amanda
ivith a wide grin his right fist
the rest, pulled in a few yards either' He RAW the shock in
Shady to slain home again,
his out and the others bunched be - her and hurried on. "Get the
reg half sensed danger and
her. Greg called. "Light sheriff I'll ride with a posse
weakly lifted. too slowly, hind
after anyone the lawman
had only to drive home and rest your saddles."
"Not much time. We're riding names. If Bar Y in behind this
be finishing blow.
murder and It can be proved '
• • •
to Redman for the sheriff."
"Nothing'a ever been proved
"That'll do a lot of good!"
and.
passed
days
Several
against them! You know that
Hill Stern burst out,
gradually. Greg managed to
their grim by now."
Greg searched
ove about the house, fretful
"Yes I've heard. When the
"More trouble. I see_
faces
with
Cal
help
couldn't
t he
sheriff names the killer, I'll ride
What thih time?"
work.
ranch
the
with you, or anyone. as R
"Murder' Tell him, Hal."
During this time. Greg
•*I *worn poriseman. Until then
forward
moved
Stern
about
thought ling and hard
no
the found Sam Rails He had two
Bart Yates. Bar Y and
He heard the concerted gasp
forty-Our cooss in his back.
Sioux Valley trouble. He had
Not five minutes before. I had Stern made, on angry move,
been right in his first wiserchecked himself Amanda setDiana Ed.'cern( on a Bar Y hand He
ment of the fight
tled back in her saddle and
caused 'shied off before I WAR in fair
had
unwittingly
nrds
iseyed him an she would a retwo men shouting distance and bee-lined
been
had
this
so
it.
puisive animal She lifted the
Greg for home range.fighting. not two factions.
"He did it 7" Greg demanded, reins and spoke calmly, but her
brooding
of
period
long
R
gave
voice R knife that peeled oft
"Who else! Sam had just
mean
thought on it. this did not
skin.
and then he
to
Y'
implicated,
Kay
time
'Bar
was
Edwards
Vole
-Corwin, I don't believe you
boss
Vreg's promise of neutrality WaY gone I lost the best
all those high sounding word,
ever
had
me.
I
and,
believe
hold,
4-4 Ilk, atilt
up from somewhere
I'm making Bart Yates and you pullpromise'
Proof!
al
Youi
crew
it
pity
whole
for
that
Cal worked at his coffee,
that"
cred the mug. •'Speaking of the "We all are." Amanda cut in.
the sheriff' th-eg
"But
n r it a I% MOP
&lead. I was up at Bar Y fence

1

sing

by R. Van Buren

Abbie 'N Slats
SURE IS, SLATS, WE
Rut4 A SMALL SWEET
AND WE DON'T
ALWAYS NAVE
ROOM kit B

or+ STORIES.

I'LL TAKE A DRIVE
DOWN 10 THE CITY
AND CHECK THE
BACK ISSUES OF
SOME ?IiG NEWSPAPERS, KIT,

A

raq:

L

by Al Capp

Lil' Abner
DUT
.rjM P
R
EE
-r yTx
TH

THREE NICEST
VOUII6 COUPLES
IN THE U.S.A.-

WE BETTER TAKE
TH'THIRD NICEST

BECAuSE THE
FIRST TWO ARE
MEMBERS OF MAH
OFFICIAL FAMI

NO DOUBT!!

&

i

ii;tw

;raked
-1A'c're

'•

an err if

II lu•

WAKE THEM UP-ZIP THEM INTO
SPACE SUITS-AND RUSH THEM
TO THE LAUNCH PAD!!
ANSWER NO
QUESTIONS!!

.111,

sr

•

Poo

approaching

holding to the law as
"Bart • Vatee,To 8, Coiltoirtet fl Mmorrotr
•leope. that squint-eyed Jas. Ii ng as we can We're asking
Wight OW istnitert by NMI. 'natures Syndicate,
n,iubbAo Si en. mil el Copyright •'

•

NO DOUBT AT

ALL,DADDY-
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THE LEDGER

Short Time Left
To Enter Personna
Baseball Contest

as

TIMER

Church Plans
Services

—

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Rev. Will Jones'
Rites Held Today

TUESDAY — JUNE 18, 19tio

Open House Held By
Paradise Friendly
Home On Weekend

The funeral for Rev. Will
Jonei was held today at 3:30
George Metcalf. Jaycee Cam
p.m. at the chapel of the BlaThe Paradise Friendly Home
test director, announced today
lock-Caleman Funeral Home at Bell City held its first "Open
Members
of
the
Mason's
Cha
days
two
are
only
there
that
Chiles officiat- House" since it began in Seppel Methodist Church are look- with Dr. H. C.
loft to register for the Personing. Interment was in the Mtn - tember 1955 on Saturday, June
ing
forward
to
Sunday,
June
as Baseball Grand Slam com15.
23, as their first annual home- ray Cemetery.
petition and the chance to win
Pallbearers were James Park- -. Over 200 people from this
coming
will be held at the
a trip to Louisville for the state
Rudolph
area, parts of Tennessee and
church, according to a spokes- er. Bill Ed Hendon.
competition.
Smith, Dr. 0. C. Wells, Fred Chicago visited the home Satman for the church.
Local winners in the Personurday. The purpose of the open
Rev. H. L. Lax, former past- Workman, and James Swann.
na Baseball Grand Slain coinRev. Jones, age 88. died Sat- house was to personally acquaor
of
the
church,
will
preach
petition. sponsored by the Murat ten, a.m. followed by Sunday urday at the Murray-Calloway int the home's many friends
ray Jaycees, will be awarded
County Hospital. His wife, Mar- with the young people living
School
at eleven a.m.
certificates, woven patches and
garet Tucker Jones, died De- there. Les Murdock and his
A
basket
dinner
will
be
colorful "1 Beat YAZ" buttons.
spread at noon. Singing will be cember 29, 1966. Rev. Jones, a wife, Thelma, and the home's
PBGS is a youth program
held during the afternoon with Baptist minister, spent 18 years staff.
featuring three events — baseSpeakers for the program
the Dover Quartet and other in the ministry in the northern
running. throwing. and batting
part of Brazil.
were introduced by Leonard
groups to be featured.
PitiWWW11 above are the members of the Green Plain
(off a teel, and is designed as
sons,
five
are
Survivors
Mathes, Lakeview Church of
Revival services will begin
Church of Christ who wilt be working in evangelistic camthat all boys have the opporton Sunday, June 23, at 7:45 Clayborne, Lee, G. B., D. P, Christ, Chicago, Ill., and inpaigns in Crawford. Nebraska, and Norton, Kansas in July.
to win without any prep.m. with Rev. A. H. McLeod, and Henry Jones, 18 grandchil- cluded the following:
The costs for the campaign will be completely financed by
baseball experience.
Mrs. David (Iowans, refiring president of Murray WoHillard Story, Church of
minister of the Kirksey Me- dren; 21 great grandchildren.
Registration ends June 22, the Green Plain Church.
The Blalock-Coleman Funeral Christ, St. Joseph, Mich., speakman's Club, is pictured above with Mrs. Don Hunter as they
thodist Church, as the evange1968 The program is free for
Home was in charge of the ar- er for the adults on "Is The
burned the note which evidenced the debt of $7000 incurred
list.
all boys 8-13 as of September 1
rangements.
young Man Safe"; Richard
two yaars woo by tho Woman's Club for con.itrw+ion of the
his
Rev.
McLeod
received
15. 1968
Youngblood, youth director for
parking area and repairs and redecoration of the clubhouse.
B, A. degree from Bethel Col
Entry blanks are available
the Red Bank Church of Christ,
The debt has bean retired in two short yes', due primarily I
lege. McKenzie, Tenn., and his
through Little League. Park
Chattanooga,
to the sal. of cook books which has been supervised by Mrs.,'
Tenn.,
youth
B. D. degree from the Memphis
Eu
r.e. and Pony Leaguc
Funeral services for Mrs. Theological Seminary, Memspeaker on "Road Signs and
Hunter as finance chairman of the club.
es, as well as participat
Myrta Wells of Hazel have phis, Tenn.
Life Signs".
drug stores, sporting goods
been scheduled for Wednesday
Trustees of Paradise Friendly
The public is invited to atMembers of several Civic Orsuper markets, and barat ten a.m. at the Miller Fun- tend the services at the church
Home are Gerald Schultz of
ganizations
and
individuals
inber! shops
Hazel
Home
of
with
Bro.
eral
to be held each evening from
in the restoration and Sedalia. Burie Reaves of LynnLocal winners will travel to
Bill Johnson officiating. Bur- Sunday, June 23, through Fri- terested
Louisville for the State combeautification
of
Calloway ville, Hartwell Goodwin of
The eiders of the Green ial will be in the Hazel Ceme(Centinsiss From Page 1)
day, June 28.
petition. and State winners will Plain Church of Christ, Route
County's first Court House have Mayfield, and Frank McClure
Thirty-one persons were eit
tery.
of Farmington Route One.
travel with a parent, all evens. Two, Hazel, have accepted the
to
sponsor
united
a
White
Pine, Murray; Miss Teresa ed by the Murray Police DeActive pallbearers will be W.
The
Advisory
board
for
the
paid.
to
St
Laps
to
compete
Elephant
Sale,
in
the
near
futS
Griggs, Lowes; Will Garland, partment on Monday, according
invitation of churches in Craw- D. Lass,ter, Charles Wilson,
in the none semifinals for beau- ford, Nebraska. and Norton.
ure at the vacant home of Hall home is composed of Hampton Route 2, Kirksey; Mrs Ruth to the citation reports of In
,
*
Bill Jones, John Morgan. LeBrooks
of
Murray
Route
Twc,
tiful trophies and the possible Kansas, as sites for eVangelistic
McCuiston, 513 South
6th
Johnston, 808 W. Main, Murray; officers.
land Strader, and Hugh CoopJesse
Johns
Fulton
Route
of
honor of qualifying for the Na- campaigns to be conducted in
Street.
Master Micheal Pace, 203 E
They were one for reckless
er.
tional Finals.
Merchants are generously Five, Clyde Rogers of Caldron, Maple, Murray; Mrs. Jean Ru- driving, three for not having a
July.
The honorary pallbearers will
Paul Randolph of Bandana, R dolph,
A special award of PBGS
new
and
.-ontributing
cash,
and
Route 1, Dexter; Mrs. privilege license, one for not
Realizing the need of small be Gene Miller. Rowdy Elkins,
E. Maxwell of Paris, Tenn., J. Fannie
that every contestant has a and newly established congreused merchandise.
Lou Adams, 706 Pop- having a city sticker on motorHerman Edwards, Chesley FarB.
Sanderson
of
Mayfield
Route
chance to inn is a large "I Beat gations for a preacher and
If you have a "White Elephlar; Mrs. Norma L Compton, cycle, and twenty-six for not
ris, Ira Morgan, and Homer
Water
Lawry
of
Two,
B.
G.
An
advertisement
is
a Major Leaguer" button, The workers, the elders decided to
being ant" in your home you do not
Dover, Tenn.; James H. Thur- having a city auto sticker.
Marshall
major leaguer Is Carl YaStrieal- send their regular preacher and
published today on page three use, but is too good to throw Valley Route Two, and V. M. man, 203 North 10th Street,
The police were called to
Mrs. Wells, age 83. died MonCase
of
Bardwell,
ski. Boston Mod Sox superstar a group of ohe members from
by the Henry-Calloway Recrea- away; then please donate it to
Murray, Joel Osborne, Route 1, 1113 Olive Street to investigati.
day at her home She is survivThe home which began in
addit- this sale
and triple-croon winner All Green Plain to help meet that
tion
Corporation
seeking
Call
the
County
Farmington; Mrs. Kathy Reid, a traffic collision at 2 23. p.m
ed by three sisters, Mrs. Minage groups 8-13, will be given need, All costs of the campional members for the group. Judge's Ofice, 753-2920 for pick September of 1955 provides a Route 1, Benton,
Monday, but no report had beent
nie Curd, Mrs. Ginath Owens,
home for the homeless, needy
a fair handicap which is print- aigns, including transportation,
recreational facil- up
An
extensive
Dismissals
filed this morning.
and Mrs Mavis Miller, and
prochildren,
and
neglected
cored on the official scorecard_ foad, lodging, pass out materity. is being planned by the
The date of sale will be anJames Blalock, 406 South 6th
three brothers. Erick. Jun, and
moting their religious, moral, Street,
Many boys will Yr0 borne wear- ial and advertising in the two
poration and memberships are nounced later.
Murray. Joel Osborne,
Panama's combination poilce
Kelly Dick
well
physical
intellectual,
and
ing "I Beat YAZ" buttons after communities will be completely
noa being taken.
Route I. Farmington; Mrs. Lo force-Army, the "Guardia itaThe Miller Funeral Home of
said.
spokesman
a
being,
the competition.
Complete details on the revie Finney, Route 1, Farming- clonal.- has More than 3.00C
financed by the Green Plain Hate( is in charge of ttre arThe Big Horn Mountains of
All boys 8-13 are urged to chum h .
creational facility are given in Wyoming contain 95.000 acres
ton; Montell Paschall, Route 3, active members.
rangements and friends may
Duncan Phyte, who died in
• • •
send their applications in to
the advertisement.
Puryear, Tenn.; James B.'OakDuring the day the group will call there.
of wilderness inhabited by
address on the form bY SePtem- be gains door-to-door passing
Members added by the assoc- deer, elk, moose, mountain 1854. was one of the foremost ley, Hardin; J. W. Purvis (ExThe 9th wedding anniversan
of cabinetmakers in the United
bar 22. For further mformation out tracts and inviting residents
iation in the past several days sheep. black aird brown bear.
is traditionally known as thi
pired), Route 6, Murray.
States
or entry blanks. call George to attend a gospel meeting in
whose names do not appear in
Pottery Anniversary.
Metcalf at 753-8634
the advertisement today a re
the evening. Services will be
Competition will be held in conducted each night during
George Diggs, Paris. W. L. AdMurray at Little League field the campaign Residents will
kins, Puryear, David R. Jenkan Saturday. July 13,
ins, Pans, Terry D. Oliver, Paralso be offered a free Bible
!, Correspondence Course and an Federal State Market New s is J. W. Salmon, Puryear, J.
_
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Dr. Irving Putnam
Visiting In Murray
Dr 'Irving E Putnam who
will soon celebrate his 90th
' birthday is the guest of his brother. Leslie R Putnam and
Mrs Putnam at their home on
chestnut Street
The almost 90 year old man
preached for the Methodist
' Church for over sixty years He
had never missed an annual
conference of the church until
the past two years.
Dr Putnam resides with his
nephew. Dr. Don Irish and family of St. Paul. Minn. Dr. Irish
is working with the internat.
anal relations of students at
the University of Minnesota.
' He. his wife, and daughter
brought Dr Putnam to Murray
while they were enraute to
Mexico for a summer study in
the country
Mrs Merle Biggs of Denve.-,
Colorado, will arrive in Murray this weekend for a visit
with the Putnam family. Dr
Putnam will return to Denver
with her for the remainder of
the summer
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FREE BOWLS
with a $3.00 purchase of Ashland Gasoline
These attractively text lir
bowls in Avocado Green are
lust the thing for serving
salads, cereals, soups, desserts, chip-and-dip, snacks
With every $3 00 purchase
of Ashland Gasoline you get
one small bovv1 FRFE The

.1,irge, matching bowl can be
yours for only 89¢ with an
oil change or lubrication at
regular prices
Start collecting a complete
set Stop at any Ashland Oil
service station displaying the
"FREE BOWL sign
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